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Abstract
Smart devices have become more commonplace in the past years, surpassing mobile
phones in use. Partially, this rise can be attributed to the possibility of customizing the
devices with new software, which in turn are easier to create. These applications exists
for many purposes, allowing new ways for the users to create and share their
experiences but also provide useful services, such as GPS enabled navigation.
Augmented reality (AR), meaning the addition of virtual information to the real world
in a seamless manner, can be explored with the devices as well. AR requires a
combination of specific hardware, that are found in compact smart devices, to be
functional. Smart devices, with their large displays and cameras allow vision based
detection and visual presentation of augmentations. AR applications enable smart
devices to function as a “magnifying glass” to the underlying data of the observed
objects or locations.
This thesis explores the new paradigm of interaction that AR allows on smart devices.
This is achieved through the construction of an Android smart device application,
utilizing free or open source software development tools. The main application concept
features linking of user specified instances, objects or locations, to information that the
user associates with the instances. By using the application, the user can create, modify
and detect the added information from their environment.
The research was initiated by exploring the literature related to the research domain and
performing a review of the existing AR applications available on Android devices. The
knowledge from the existing literature and reviews was used to formalize the research
question and to define the thesis's limitations. As the creation of a new application was
the principal target of this thesis, Systems Development Research (SDR), a research
approach relating and contributing to Design Science (DS), was chosen to be utilized.
The application was designed with the use of scenarios, that detailed the key features
that the system should implement. The scenarios were used in the evaluation of the
application as well, by identifying the deviation from the design that had occurred
during the implementation. Volunteers also used the scenarios to evaluate how well the
key features were implemented within the application. The applications performance
and stability were also evaluated. The results of the evaluation show that the application
implements the features described in the scenarios, with volunteers stressing the
importance of feedback from the application to improve its use. The application is also
shown to be stable and developed conforming to the design guidelines and requirements
expected of it.
The creation of a AR smart device application using vision based detection requires
identification of the systems requirements and the capabilities of the software
development tools. For vision based detection, OpenCV offers comprehensive and
cross-platform capable libraries, which can be used to implement the required AR
functions.
Keywords
AR, augmented reality, smart devices, computer vision, OpenCV, open source, OSS,
scenarios, design science, DS
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Abbreviations
AR

Augmented reality

BRIEF

Binary robust independent elementary features

DS

Design science

FAST

Features from accelerated segment test

FREAK

Fast retina keypoint

GPS

Global positioning system

HMD

Head mounted display

IAP

Information access point

IS

Information systems

NFC

Near field communication

ORB

Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF

OST

Optical-see-through

PDA

Personal digital assistant

POI

Point of interest

QR

Quick response

SDR

Systems development research

SIFT

Scale invariant feature transform

SURF

Speeded up robust features

VR

Virtual reality

VST

Video-see-through
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1.

Introduction

The spread of smart devices has given people access to more powerful portable
computing devices than ever before. These devices can handle multiple tasks that their
predecessors palmtops, mobile phones and PDAs (Personal Digital Assistant), were
capable of doing as well, but with improved performance. As these smart devices have
sufficient computing power and advanced sensors, new ways of interacting with the
environment can be explored, as seen with NFC (Near Field Communication) and QR
codes. Among the many possible ways by which smart devices can be used to interact
with the environment, augmented reality (AR) systems presents one unique way to
explore these possibilities. Augmented reality refers to the augmentation of the real
world with virtual information. These augmentations can be created to be perceivable
through any of the senses but visual implementations, such as overlaying annotations
over certain identified locations, are the most common.
Even though AR as a field has existed since the 1990's (Van Krevelen & Poelman,
2010), applications of AR have mostly been limited to research labs or high-end places
of use in military, industrial or medicinal contexts. The devices available for consumers
to experience AR on a mobile manner are limited to smart devices or head mounted
displays (HMD), such as Google Glasses (Google, 2013c). The emergence of nonintrusive HMDs can prove to be a competitor to smart devices but they still hold a
larger user base and existing set of tools for creating AR applications or apps, which are
applications specifically aimed towards smart devices.
Smart devices are in the key position to reach multitudes of users, as evident by the
multiple apps already available for them. However, in many of the AR apps available,
the users are usually in a passive role, consuming the content that is presented to them,
as in Sparkly-3D (VTT, 2011) where a 3D model of the product is shown to the user
when the app detects the correct marker. This one sided way of interaction is not
restricted to any specific type of an app, but is common in advertizements or marketing
apps, where no additional interaction is usually required. Some apps are, however,
providing the possibility for the user to interact with the virtual content. These can range
from interaction with the presented model, as with the IKEA virtual catalog, where
users can view potential furniture in their own rooms (Smolski, 2013), or overlays to
achieve the purpose needed by the app. Accessing point-of-interest (POI) information
occurs through the interaction with an UI element in Wikitude (Wikitude, 2013b),
where the user gains more information about a real life location that the POI links with.
For the purposes of this thesis, the term information access points (IAP) was defined
and used to describe the information and the augmentation that allows access to the
linked information in the IAP. The term was defined as there is no standardized,
existing term that covers all the required aspects of visual presentation and interaction.
The use of IAP also differentiates the system from the connotations of using POI, where
the location identification is achieved through the use of GPS coordinates.
The motivations for this thesis come from the want to explore the new paradigm of user
interaction that AR is enabling and the interest on how such systems can be built on
smart devices. The motivations can be explored through the creation and use of an
augmented reality system that allows common users to personalize their environment
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with virtual information. The realization of the system also demonstrates a different way
of human-computer-interaction where users can create and access virtual information of
their own making.
The implementation of a system, that realizes the motivational drives, is the main focus
of this thesis. The research problem will be answered through the development of the
proposed system. This thesis provides information on the challenges faced when
developing an AR system on a smart device and contains solutions for overcoming
them. As the creation of a new system is the foremost result in this thesis, a research
approach that realizes Design Science (DS) in its implementation will be used to guide
the research process to produce and validate the constructed artifact.
This thesis will start with a look into the related research, where the AR history and
smart device use in AR context will be expounded. The summary of related research
will be followed with a presentation of the research problem and methods used, ending
with a summary of the central concepts in the conceptual framework. The design,
analysis and implementation of the system will be presented next, with system
evaluation and conclusions forming the concluding parts of the thesis.
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2.

Related research

In order to understand the origins of AR and the research that has been done in the field
regarding smart devices and other system setups, a review into the related research is
done and presented in this chapter.
The review into existing literature is divided between central augmented reality topics
and the way AR can be implemented in smart devices. A review of existing smart
device apps is presented as well, which provides a sample of existing AR apps available
on Android market.

2.1 Augmented reality
Augmented reality has its origins in computer graphics and virtual reality (VR) research
pioneered by Ivan Sutherland in the 1960s. The term “augmented reality”, however,
became a standard only in the early 1990s and was recognized as a separate field later in
the decade (Azuma, 1997; Van Krevelen & Poelman, 2010). The key difference
between virtual reality and augmented reality is that in AR the users are not immersed
in a virtual world, rather they are perceiving the real world that has been modified by
adding virtual information to it (Azuma, 1997). AR can be defined in different ways as
was the case when the field was forming. In those times, definitions of AR placed
importance on how the display of augmentations were implemented (Rekimoto,
Ayatsuka, & Hayashi, 1998). However, a commonly accepted definition of AR was
presented by Azuma (1997) and further refined in a collaborative survey in Azuma et
al., (2001). The definition of AR used in this study is based on the generally accepted
definition of AR as presented in Azuma et al., (2001):
1. Combines real and virtual objects in a real environment
2. Aligns real and virtual objects with each other
3. Operates in real time and is interactive
Even though the definition of AR set by Azuma is generally used in AR research, there
are certain instances where the definitions are expanded. A review of industrial AR
systems, done by Fite-Georgel (2011), expanded the definition of AR to include photobased augmentations to emphasize the existing and potential industrial applications.
Augmented reality has the possibility of covering all the sensory inputs that humans
possess but research has been overwhelmingly concentrated on the augmentation of the
visual (Azuma et al., 2001; Van Krevelen & Poelman, 2010). The augmentation usually
means overlaying a certain area that the user sees with virtual content, such as text,
images or 3D models. The method of viewing these augmentations have generally been
categorized as either being optical-see-through (OST) or video-see-through (VST). In
OST, the user can see the underlying view as it is with the virtual content being
projected on top of the see-through surface. In VST everything the user sees passes
through a camera with the augmentations being added to the actual view and presented
to the user (Zhou, Duh, & Billinghurst, 2008).
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The applicability of AR in different situations has been prototyped extensively. The
work of Azuma (1997) categorized existing applications based on their field of
implementation, such as medicinal, industrial, entertainment or military but also on the
way of use, such as object annotation with virtual labels or improved visualization. A
more recent survey on the field by Van Krevelen and Poelman (2010) categorizes the
applications by their field of implementation, only with more granularity. Certain key
areas, such as medicinal and industrial, are still dominant topics. The granularity in the
latest study also suggests that the level of feasible AR implementations has increased as
technology has progressed and different devices to experiment AR with, such as smart
devices, have become more commonplace. Examples from these main fields, and
different contexts of implementation, include a medicinal solution, where laparoscopic
surgery is aided with a virtual mirror. The mirror allows the examination of the target
area from different points of view (Navab, Feuerstein, & Bichlmeier, 2007). From
industrial context there is an AR solution that allows collaborative design and planning
for airplanes dashboards (Poupyrev et al., 2001) as seen in figure 1. A different
industrial solution is seen in figure 2, where objects under manufacture are annotated to
help with the task at hand (Henderson & Feiner, 2011).

augmentations (Poupyrev et al.,
2001).

is guided by augmentations
(Henderson & Feiner, 2011).

Even though the applications of AR differ and implementations have specific issues
related to their context of use, there are some issues that are relevant to the field as
whole. One of the key features of AR is aligning the real and virtual content so that the
real objects are correctly overlaid with the virtual (Azuma et al., 2001). To achieve this,
the applications require precise tracking of the environment in order to correctly register
the virtual content on to the real targets. There exists a many different tracking methods.
Some of them, such as: GPS, gyroscopes, tilt sensors, compasses or optical trackers
have been prototyped by themselves or by combining two or more approaches in a
hybrid manner (Azuma et al., 1999). Despite the prototyping of different methods,
precise tracking in all situations still remains difficult to achieve (Van Krevelen &
Poelman, 2010).
Tracking approaches that use computer vision are one of the promising ways by which
to achieve accurate tracking. The research of computer vision based tracking in AR
context has concentrated on the following approaches: markers, natural features or
models (Zhou et al., 2008). The use of markers is one of the ways how to visually
identify the region, on which the virtual information is to be overlaid. The markers can
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be any kind of visually identifiable clue that the application can identify (Fiala, 2010).
Other approaches are markerless as in they do not rely on the existence of predefined
clues in the environment. Feature detection is one markerless approach, where the
region to be augmented is derived from an image, captured with the camera in the
device and processed using certain image processing algorithms to find matches
between the region-of-interest and the scene (Wagner, Reitmayr, Mulloni, Drummond,
& Schmalstieg, 2008). A model based tracking is an another markerless approach. It
uses a constructed model of the tracked object to find similarities between it and the
scene that is viewed, as in natural feature detection. While these markerless tracking
methods are more intuitive and natural, visible markers have the added benefit of
informing the user of a possible AR interaction (Rekimoto et al., 1998), which is useful
if users are not capable of constantly observing AR points of interest in their
environment.
The use of HMDs would counteract the benefit of markers, as users would be constantly
aware of augmentations in their environment. These HMD setups are the most
prominent way of perceiving AR content and they are used in many of the seminal
studies and prototypes in the field (Feiner, MacIntyre, Haupt, & Solomon, 1993; Feiner,
MacIntyre, Hollerer, & Webster, 1997; Reitmayr & Schmalstieg, 2001; Rekimoto et al.,
1998). Their origins come from VR research, where they are used to immerse the users
in a virtual environment. For HMD setups to be usable in real situations they should be
mobile and easy to use. The initial AR HMD mobile prototypes were often
cumbersome, with a heavy helmet and a backpack with a laptop or a similar device in it.
The prototypes were often built from off-the-shelf components for cost saving reasons
but also to demonstrate that a certain kind of a mobile augmented reality was feasible
with the level of technology available at that time (Feiner et al., 1997; Thomas et al.,
2002). However, applications with different ways of perceiving the augmentations, with
mobility being a key aspect, were explored as well, as the augmented view could be
seen in any other display device. One of the ways to interact and present AR content
goes by the names of “information lens” (Fitzmaurice, 1993) “magnifying glass”
(Rekimoto, 1997) or “window” (Azuma et al., 2001). The naming refers to the way that
the device is used to reveal certain hidden information about the objects under its
scrutiny or, as put by Rekimoto (1997, p. 6), “While a real magnifying glass optically
enlarges the real world, a system based on this approach [magnifying glass] enlarges it
in terms of information”.
The magnifying glass approach is particularly suitable for hand held, mobile, smart
devices as they already have similar ways of use. The ways how augmented reality and
smart devices can function together will be handled in the following section.

2.2 Augmented reality and smart devices
Earlier devices with the likeness of smart devices, such as palmtops, PDAs and others,
were used to prototype the magnifying glass approach. An initial prototype on a
palmtop device was described by Fitzmaurice (1993) that was able to display virtual
information about the locations of the map under the device, although the presentation
of information did not occur in an augmented manner. Using a similar approach of
utilizing a hand-held device to present more information about objects under its study,
Wagner and Schmalstieg (2003) demonstrate a potential application with a PDA and
Mohring, Lessig, and Bimber (2004) with a mobile phone. Both demonstrations utilize
markers to detect the area of augmentation and overlay the content on top of the live
feed, seen by the user. Couple of years later, in 2007, a solution that demonstrated the
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creation of AR advertizements in smart phones, was presented. The application displays
3D models to the position defined by markers (Chehimi, Coulton, & Edwards, 2007). Its
general functionality is similar as demonstrated on the previous prototypes done on
PDAs and mobile phones, but with the underlying hardware improving. The publication
of smart device platform APIs and the development of frameworks and toolkits that
specifically help in the creation of AR applications also contribute in making AR app
development easier. More recent examples of AR apps available on mobile markets
include Layar (Layar, 2013), Wikitude (Wikitude, 2013b) and HERE City Lense
(Microsoft, 2013), which provide information about points-of-interest around the user
based on geolocation and marker or feature detection. Certain AR advertizement apps,
such as Sparkly-3D (VTT, 2011), shows the virtual content when triggered by a
magazine containing a marker and VWJuicedUp (Bully! Commercial and Entertainment
Media, 2013) by a billboard. ARART augments paintings and other objects with
additional content (ARART, 2013). These examples show how the AR apps have
evolved as the technology has progressed and new ways of using AR interfaces have
been experimented with. However, the way of use has stayed the same, with the
interaction following the magnifying glass approach.
Besides just presenting static content for the user to consume, annotation of the
environment to increase the users knowledge of the surrounding world, has been
extensively prototyped as well (Rose et al., 1995; Wither, DiVerdi, & Höllerer, 2009).
Detailed examples of such systems include the prototype by Rekimote et al. (1998), that
enabled users to leave annotations to objects identified with certain markers. The work
of Davidson, Mayol and Murray (2003) describes a system where a remote expert is
annotating the view of a local user, through the use of a wearable computer. Both
examples utilize a HMD to observe and to help with the annotation of the environment
either with the aid of markers or models. While these do not utilize natural feature
detection, as that technology was not mature enough or feasible to implement on mobile
devices (Wagner et al., 2008), or the magnifying glass approach, both of them do
demonstrate the possible uses for user generated annotations in different contexts of use.
Newer systems exist on smart devices that allow user placed annotations as well.
Wikitude, a AR browsing app, allows users to annotate the environment using pointsof-interest specified by geolocations (Wikitude, 2013a). Aurasma enables similar
annotation functionality with natural feature detection by allowing users to create
“triggers” that will display the content that the user has added themselves when a
similar image, as the trigger image, is successfully detected from the scene (Aurasma,
2013). Augment, an AR model viewing app, allows the creation of “trackers” from the
images captured with the application. These images would then be matched against the
environment and used to register the 3D models to their correct location and position
(Augment, 2013). These examples show that annotations, whether generated by a user
or not, have their uses in AR systems. Their implementation in mobile smart devices
may allow the annotations to serve a more functional purpose, as the user can interact
with the environment more freely.
The amount of AR apps presented through literature in this study is small compared to
the quantity of them available and does not give a comprehensive overview of the latest
AR apps in existence. For this reason, the AR apps available on Android smart devices
were reviewed to gain insight on the current offering and quality of available AR apps.
This is presented in the next section, containing the review setup and results.
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2.3 Augmented reality app review
To gain knowledge of the currently available AR apps on Android smart devices, a
review was done using Google Play (Google, 2013a), an online market portal. The
review was carried out in 5.6.2013.

2.3.1 Review setup
The market returns the most relevant apps for the given search term based on different
attributes of the app, ranging from title name, description, keywords, download count
and others (GoogleDevelopers, 2013). The higher the value of the constituting parts, the
more likely it is for the app to show up higher in the results. The market, however,
returns only 20 pages of browsable content with 24 items on each page. The apps
chosen for the review were randomly picked from all the returned search results that
were discovered with a search term “augmented reality”. For the review, only 480 items
are available even though the actual count of apps that have AR features and are in the
market can be higher. As the conclusions can be drawn from the limited set of possible
apps with AR features, the actual distribution of different app types can differ
significantly.
The search for “augmented reality” returned 480 browsable AR apps from which 48
were randomly chosen to be reviewed. The results of the review were further pruned by
only selecting apps that have been updated since 2012. Older apps are not taken into
account in their respective categories. This was to focus on to the latest AR apps and
projects that were still being actively updated, leaving a total of 35 categorized apps and
13 old or abandoned apps.
The apps were categorized based on how they were using AR to achieve certain
functionality. The categorization adapts and expands the app types used in a survey by
Olsson and Salo (2011), which roughly divided AR apps to either AR browsers or
image recognition-based AR apps. The categories of apps used are listed below.
Location based browsers. Features multiple sources of information regarding certain
objects or places. Usually implements AR by overlaying the name, distance or other
information about a specific location on top of the camera feed. Examples include
touring applications tailored to specific cities, museums or events.
Navigation, tracking aids. Aid in the navigation of the user or tracking of a remote
object. Usually overlay the path the user needs to take in order to reach their destination.
Depending on implementation, location based browsers might implement this feature as
well. Examples include navigation aids for drivers and satellite trackers.
Model viewers. Shows certain models against a marker or certain identified features.
Minimal to none interactivity. Examples include advertizing apps that display a 3D
models of the products.
Model users. Similar to model viewers but allow more interaction with the model. Can
be implemented with tags, geolocation, natural features or by any other tracking
method. Examples include a virtual pool board that is interactive with the user through
display input.
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Not AR. The app does not fulfill certain requirements for the definition of AR as used in
this study. Examples include photograph taking apps that overlay a static image that is
then inserted to the captured image.
A full list of reviewed applications is available in appendix A.

2.3.2 Review results
The method by which the initial data was gathered was limited by the availability to
refine search metrics to get relevant results. The presented results, while not being
extensive, give an indication of how different types of apps are represented in the
Android smart devices. The results of the review are presented in table 1.
Table 1.

Summary of review results.

Category

Count (reviewed)

Count (estimated) Percentage

Location based browser

14

140

29,2%

Navigational,
tracking aids

6

60

12,5%

Model viewers

6

60

12,5%

Model users

5

50

10,4%

Not AR

4

40

8,3%

Old or abandoned

13

130

27,1%

Sum

48

480

100,00%

The distribution of different app types is the following: 29,2% of AR apps fall within
the location based browser category, 12,5% to navigational aids, 12,5% to model
viewers and 10,4% to model users. 8,3% of the apps that are returned with the search
results are not seen as being AR apps, based on the used definition. The sum of model
users and model viewers comes up to 23 % and is the second most implemented way of
utilizing AR in the reviewed group. The amount of old or abandoned apps, from the
main sample, accounts for 27% of available apps.
The results show that the location based browsers are in a majority. Most of the location
based browsers were touring guides targeted to certain locations or events. Possible
reason for the amount of location based browser might be that there exist many
databases that POI information can be drawn from and that the technology has been
used in different mapping solutions beforehand. The identification of a location is easier
to implement as well, as tracking does not need to be as accurate as with apps that need
to correctly overlay the virtual content. The survey by Olsson and Salo (2011) shows
that users of AR browsers considered their applications more innovative and novel. The
likelihood of continuing their use was higher as well.
The apps categorized as navigation or tracking aids seem to offer certain practical value,
even though the AR implementation is not as detailed as with the model viewers. Apps
that track distant objects, such as satellites or guide the user to a certain location by
overlaying a track on to the camera feed were among the reviewed. The apps in this
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category overlap, in certain functions, with location based browsers. The way of
implementation is similar in some cases as well, as tracking applications may provide
maps and POI browsing either through AR or normal map view.
Model users and model viewers were the second most common type of an app. Model
users are mostly games that allow the control of the model either through other markers
or by interacting with the augmentation through the devices display. Model viewer
applications were mostly for promotional purposes or for magazines to augment their
print content. The display of models is a rather simple way to promote certain products
and to add more content for the reader, which may explain their numbers.
Apps that were identified as not utilizing AR were mostly just overlaying content on top
of the camera feed and allowed photos to be taken with the virtual overlay. Apps that
were displaying a purely virtual view, and not augmenting anything, were also in this
category.

2.4 Summary
From its beginnings, AR has been experimented with in different fields with various
hardware setups. Progress has been made in key areas of AR technology but achieving
precise, real-time tracking is still difficult to accomplish. The tracking methods that
have been used for AR systems have varied widely but image based recognition has
gained prominence with accurate detections, particularly with marker based approaches.
Another vision based detection, feature detection, is harder to achieve but allows a
markerless way of registering the augmentations to their correct positions. The
processing power required for real-time tracking limited the initial use of natural feature
detection to desktop environments or to cumbersome, self built, wearable computer
systems. Only when high-end mobile phones were developed and smart devices were
becoming a reality, were there devices available that contained all the required hardware
for implementing AR systems on a single, compact device.
The currently available AR apps on smart devices fall short on the immersiveness
envisioned and prototyped in laboratory settings with HMDs. This is partially because
of the way how smart device use differs from HMD systems. AR implemented in smart
devices overwhelmingly utilize the magnifying glass approach to AR, where the device
is seen as magnifying the information content of the object under study. The apps also
vary in quality and the thoroughness of the AR implementation. For general users, these
apps might give a confusing view of AR and its possible implementations. Based on a
survey done by Olsson and Salo (2011), users seem to be mostly drawn to AR apps
based on their novelty value and not for the actual functionality they might provide.
As majority of the AR apps available on smart devices seem to offer one sided
interaction, systems that engage the user in interaction or offer meaningful purpose
while utilizing AR would bring the new technology to a wider range of users, spurring
its adoption and development. The introduction of lightweight HMD systems further
highlight the topicality and interest around AR and the possibility of AR playing a more
prominent role in future smart devices.
The motivation for this study comes from the want to explore this new paradigm and the
interest on how such systems can be created on smart devices. The synthesis of these
motivational reasons can be stated as the creation of a AR system on a smart device that
allows user to personalize their environment with virtual information. The review into
the related research and existing AR apps on Android devices found systems that
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feature parts of the planned application concept. However, the applications either rely
on assortments of different peripheral components, existing markers on the environment
or do not feature creation and association of user added content through a smart device.
As such, the application concept and execution on a single device is novel. The focus of
the study is the creation of a smart device app that implements the application concept
and aims to provide actual useful functionality through AR interfaces.
The question of how such an AR systems can be built with the existing tools available
and the practical solutions of implementing key AR features will need to be resolved.
This study gives an overview on how AR systems, utilizing vision based detection, can
be implemented in smart devices. The realization of the functionality, that allows users
to associate information to physical instances and access it later on, provides insight on
how human computer interaction is changing with the introduction of mobile smart
devices that allow alternative ways to manage information.
In the following chapter, the research aim for this study will be formalized with the
design problems being identified. The research approach, that allows the study to reach
its goals, will be presented alongside with the limitations set for the study.
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3.

Research problems and methods

In order to start solving the issues under study, the research problem needs to be
formulated and scoped to be appropriate for the research. The scientific methods
utilized for the purposes of doing the study and the reasons for choosing them need to
be presented as well.
This chapter states the research problem, describes the adopted research approach and
presents the limitations that help to narrow down the study.

3.1 Statement of research problem
The target of this study is to create a system that provides access to user created
information by using AR interfaces. The application concept can roughly be categorized
to be belonging to location-based-browsers, as users will perceive augmentations from
their environment from specific instances. The unique feature of the system is the ability
for the users to create, access and modify their own information through their smart
devices by identifying the location or object in the real world that acts as an identifier
for the contained information. This would allow users to personalize and populate their
environment with easy to access virtual information of their choosing. Bringing all these
features together using one device and app is novel compared to the existing prototypes
and apps. The application aims to provide a useful way to utilize AR interfaces.
The target of this study can be presented as a problem that needs to be solved. This
research problem is stated as: How to design a system on a smart device that is capable
of linking objects or locations, identified through visual means, with user specified
information that can be accessed through an AR interface?
This can be further broken down to individual design problems (DP) that need to be
solved in order to implement the system. The main research problem will be answered
by presenting solutions to the design problems and through that the creation of the
system itself. The design problems that have been identified are:
DP 1: What kind of development tools can be used to construct the system? The first DP
deals with the selection of usable development tools by which to create the system. The
valid development tools should be presented and the suitable one for the purposes of
constructing the system selected based on a defined set of requirements.
DP 2: How to define an object or location through an image? The second DP deals
with how an image can be used to define an object or location, that is used to identify a
region of AR interactivity. The image of the specified object or location acts as a key
that needs to be found from the environment in order to access the user specified
information. The ways how this can be achieved with the chosen development tools
need to be identified and implemented.
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DP 3: How to detect an object by its image from an another image? The third DP is a
key feature in fulfilling the systems functionality. It deals specifically with how a
depiction of an object can be used to detect it from an another image. By what means
and how the detection is achieved using the selected development tools needs to be
identified and implemented within the system.
DP 4: How to implement AR interfaces that allow access to user specified information?
The fourth DP deals with how to overlay augmentations on top of the current view to
the correct location as specified by the detected object. Specifically, how correct
registration is achieved in the system. Answering this DP requires the identification of
solutions and the implementation of the AR interface within the system.

3.2 Research method
As the construction of a system is central in this study, a research approach that is
related to Design Science was chosen. Design science is a research paradigm originating
from engineering sciences that has been adopted for information systems (IS) research.
The central part of design science is the creation and evaluation of an artifact through a
rigorous process (Hevner & Chatterjee, 2010).
Systems Development research (SDR) (Nunamaker, Chen, & Purdin, 1990), one of the
main contributing approaches to IS DS, is chosen to guide the research (Hevner &
Chatterjee, 2010). SDR was chosen as it is an established way of doing IS research and
is highly modifiable to suit the researchers needs. It also defines the design process,
supporting research where the creation of a system is in a central part. SDR is a multimethodological research approach which is composed of four different research
strategies that complement and support each other. The strategies encapsulate methods
and approaches from both social and engineering aspects in order to create viable IS
research, as developing a software system itself is not valid IS research (Nunamaker et
al., 1990). Figure 3 presents how each research strategy is linked with the other.
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Figure 3.

Observation

Experimentation

Case studies
Survey studies
Field studies

Computer simulations
Field experiments
Lab experiments

Overview of main research strategies and their interaction (Nunamaker et al.,
1990).

The four main strategies in Systems Development are: theory building, observation,
experimentation and systems development. Details of these strategies are presented
below.
Theory building. The different ideas of the research subject are made clear using the
approaches in this strategy. It also provides the first steps in understanding other phases
of the research strategy.
Observation. As the researchers need to be familiar with the research domain, the
approaches in Observation strategy allow that to happen. It also contains other strategies
that allow the research to be furthered still.
Experimentation. The validation of the research done is important in order to validate
the work being done. The approaches in Experimentation strategy features ways that
allow researchers to validate their work using the correct methods.
Systems development. The strategy itself consists of five stages: concept design,
architecture design, prototyping, development and technology transfer. It is the central
part of the research approach.
The research process for Systems Development consists of five stages, derived from the
four main strategies that the approach is built on. The stages are to be used to direct the
research towards its goal by identifying research issues for each stage and resolving
them. The main targets for each stage, as defined by the approach and as implemented
in this study, will be detailed below. The research issues identified for this study are
presented in table 2.
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Table 2.

Identified research issues.

Systems Development
research progress

Research issues
•

Construct a conceptual
framework

•
•
•

Research existing AR solutions and AR applications on smart
devices
Define the application through the use of scenarios
Identify suitable development tools to use in implementation
Create a conceptual framework

Develop a systems
architecture

•

Develop a high-level design of the system and its constituting
parts

Analyze and design the
system

•
•

Analyze the architecture, solutions and select the design to use
Create and present design through diagrams

Build the (prototype) system

•

Build the system iteratively

Observe and evaluate the
system

•
•

Define evaluation methods based on application requirements
Test the system in use

Construct a conceptual framework. In this stage the issues that are directly related to the
way the rest of the research are handled. The issues identified in this stage need to
provide the essential requirements for the research to begin. These include the statement
of the research problem, methods that help in the construction of the artifact, and the
exploration and investigation of available technologies (Nunamaker et al., 1990).
In this study, central topics in AR field are reviewed along with related AR systems and
the research problem is formed and presented. The central concepts, terms, scenarios
and development tools are identified and defined, forming the conceptual framework.
As the chosen development tools affect the following design stages, they are identified
before proceeding further.
Develop a systems architecture. In this stage the plans for developing the system are
created and presented. The specific system functions and reasons for implementing
them would be stated as well. The requirements for the system will be defined in a
manner that can be used to guide the creation of the artifact and to finally evaluate it
(Nunamaker et al., 1990).
In this study the high-level plan of the system and its components will be designed and
presented. The requirements of the system, based on the platform and development tools
being used will be identified and presented.
Analyze and design the system. In this stage the blueprints for the system are to be
presented alongside with system critical components. In this stage various alternatives
should be explored and the final version, based on what was learned from the
alternatives, be chosen (Nunamaker et al., 1990).
In this study, the system architecture is broken down to functional parts, with
prototyping being done with the development tools. The working design will be
constructed through the best working approaches discovered through the prototyping of
the different solutions.
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Build the system stage the artifact is constructed based on the chosen design. In the final
stage, observe and evaluate the system, the constructed artifact is to be evaluated against
the requirements defined in earlier stages (Nunamaker et al., 1990).
In this study, the build stage will be handled iteratively, with the plans being revised
based on the growing familiarity with the framework being used and the results from
testing the system in use. The final evaluation of the artifact is done by observing the
functionality of the system against the defined scenarios and the stated system
requirements. Volunteers are used to verify the systems functionality as defined in the
scenarios and to evaluate the performance of the system. The use of external users aims
to provide objective assessment of the artifact. The final stage will be entered only when
the artifact fulfills the features set to it and is deemed to be stable enough to be used.

3.3 Limitations
As the system development can take many different approaches in producing a
functioning system, the following limitations are set to narrow down the scope of the
research to focus on the central topics.
Android as a target platform. The system will be developed on Android devices as
development on them is relatively easy and devices for development purposes are
readily available.
Smart phones as target device. Even though the system can be implemented on different
smart devices that have the Android OS the system is developed as a smart phone app.
The validation of the system is sufficient on a single type of a device as well. The focus
of this study is not to provide support to multiple devices.
Single user system. The system would see more use in practice if it would support
multiple users. However, implementing this feature is not critical for the core parts of
the study and as such the system will be developed as a single user system.
2D visual augmentations. The augmentations are presented as 2D overlays on top of the
currently seen view on the device. Augmentations utilizing 3D models would provide
more detail, based on what direction the user is observing the reference image but they
also require more specific reference images, that are harder to achieve with every object
or scene that the user is interested in. 2D overlays are also usable as they only act as
access points to the information that the user can enter into by interfacing with them.
Users can only store visual information. The information that the user can add and
access is limited to visual information in the form of text and images. These types of
information are seen as being enough to provide certain meaningful, functional purpose
for the users of the system.
Natural feature tracking. The system will use natural feature tracking to identify user
specified locations or objects where virtual information should be placed. Natural
feature detection is chosen as it increases the usefulness of the system by not relying on
markers placed in the environment.
Location independent detection. As the system functions in a mobile device the
identification of certain images could be enhanced with a GPS location. However, this
would not contribute to the core parts of this study and as such it will not be
implemented.
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4.

Conceptual framework

The conceptual framework of this study encompasses the presented related research,
reviews of smart device apps and the statement of the research problem. This chapter
will improve the framework by specifying terms, opening the core of the system design
through scenarios and reviewing the development tools that can be used in the systems
construction.

4.1 Information access point definition
The system is to function by allowing users to specify a target area that is to be linked
with user specified information. The area can have a relation to the information linked
with it, as in containing a certain object that is associated with it, but it is not imposed
by design. The use of physical objects, as a way to access digital information, is
discussed in the paper by Holmquist et al., (1999) where a term token is used to describe
the objects that acted as “access items” to digital information. The difference in this
implementation, and in vision based AR in general, is that a physical object itself is not
used. Rather, a predefined marker attached to the object or the naturally identifiably
features of the object are used in place of tokens for accessing the relevant virtual
information.
The term token invokes a thought that certain physical objects are used to access the
virtual information. However, the interaction between the real and virtual is to happen
through an augmentation to a camera feed that is seen from the device. The
augmentation is to be overlaid on top of the region recognized by the system, based on
the reference picture taken by the user i.e., implement correct registration.
The terminology differs in how the virtual content should commonly be called. The AR
application creation framework, Aurasma, offers the possibility to create “auras” by
specifying a certain trigger image, location or a combination of both. The term “aura” is
used to mean the virtual content that is to be shown when the registered image is
detected from the view that the user is scanning with his smart device (Aurasma, 2013).
In the context of this study, the use of the term token is not viable as-is, to describe the
location or object, identified through an image, as an image is not a physical object. The
term point-of-interest is mostly identified with geographical locations and mapping
applications and would imply similar use. The term “aura”, from Aurasma (2013), is
specifically tied to the core concept of the application and is not generalizable for other
contexts. Thus, the term information access point (IAP) is used to describe the
augmentation that is presented when a match is detected from the environment against
the reference image that defines an IAP. An IAP also enables user interactivity by
allowing access to the underlying information that is attached to it. In essence, it is a
datastore that can manifest an interactive graphical element to its contents when certain
conditions are met.
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4.2 System scenarios
Scenarios are a way of exploring and explaining the purpose of the system under design
in an easy to understand way (Carroll, 2000; Go & Carroll, 2004). To derive the
requirements and features of what the system is implementing, scenarios will be
constructed to detail the system and its use. These scenarios will be used again when
validating the built artifact. They will act as the principal design that other system
design stages will build from. As the system is being developed as a single user system,
the features of collection sharing, storing of collections in servers and the concept of a
users will not be implemented. The scenarios will be described with a fully functioning
system in mind however, as it allows for more exact and reality based presentation.
Creation of an information access point. Neil is organizing his latest photos on his
laptop. They are about his latest trip to the Alps, featuring mountain ranges and snowy
slopes. In his living room, Neil has a painting with a similar theme. He thinks that some
of these photos would go well with a particular painting and that he would like to
associate them with it. He captures the painting with the app on his smart device. The
captured view overlays a grid on top of the painting that he can re-size for his choosing.
Neil decides to cover the whole painting area with the virtual overlay. The app
acknowledges the change and prompts Neil for more input as to what kind of an
indicator it should use as the virtual overlay. Neil chooses one of his existing photos on
the device to be displayed on the overlay. This causes the actual painting to be
completely covered with the picture from the Alps, with only the frames being visible.
Neil has now created the initial IAP, with the reference image being the painting from
the Alps.
Adding content to an information access point. Neil starts to author the IAP by adding
more pictures from his trip to it. He chooses the images that he wants to associate with
this IAP and uploads them to the server handling his collection of IAPs. The pictures
are now browsable by flicking the main image area. It currently contains the pictures
used in the creation of the IAP, in the identification of the IAP and the pictures
uploaded by Neil himself. He starts out to comment the pictures that he has chosen as he
sees them giving them more depth.
Scanning for an information access point. Cassandra has decided to pay a visit to Neil
to discuss about the trip to the Alps. She is also interested in seeing the pictures Neil has
taken. Neil is preparing coffee but beckons Cassandra to browse his living room for any
new information access points. Cassandra uses her own smart device to perform the
scanning. She can see that Neil has updated his collection, to which she also has access
to, with new items. She has done this before; using the app to scan the paintings and
memorabilia for new information access points. While scanning the room, she notices
that the painting featuring mountains is covered with an image from the Alps.
Browsing the information access points contents. Cassandra decides to take a look what
is added to the painting, most likely the pictures from the Alps, she reckons. She
touches the virtual image and the app changes it view. She can see the actual image
taken of the Alps, Neils introduction to the painting and the reasons why he chose this
particular painting as an indicator of a IAP. She can also see that Neil has commented
the pictures with additional information. She can remove the smart device from the
paintings range and sit down to browse the rest of the pictures and Neils comments on
them.
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4.3 Development tools
The system implementation is possible using different development tools. Frameworks
and toolkits which support AR system development in Android were reviewed and
experimented with to assess their use for the study.
The review of existing frameworks and toolkits is made before actual architecture and
system analysis as prototyping different approaches with the suitable development tools
is identified as being vital in those stages.

4.3.1 Frameworks
Different frameworks exist that allow the creation of AR systems on Android. A review
was made to gain knowledge of the existing frameworks and their inner workings.
In order to review the available frameworks, toolkits and applications, the parameters
that the software needs to adhere to need to be established.
1. Android compatibility. The chosen framework needs to be usable for Android
app development.
2. Free or open source. The framework must be freely available or open source. In
the case where the framework is available free, the license is consulted and a
conclusion to use it is made based on how the license will allow us to use the
framework and if it can be modified independently.
3. Rendering of virtual content on captured video stream in real-time. The
framework should be able to overlay virtual content on whatever is captured by
the devices camera and showing the combined view to the user with an
acceptable frame rate.
4. Tag detection. The framework should implemented basic tag detection as it
would then demonstrate the possibility of implementing or extending the
functionality to natural feature detection.
5. Active development or community. The framework cannot be abandoned by
developers or community. This would mean that there might not be enough
support available for the implementation task. Activity is measured in years. If a
project does not have any activity occurring occurring inside a year, it is
considered abandoned.
6. The availability of the framework for easy comparison. Detailed information
about the capabilities that the framework offers is important for verifying its
functionality and licensing issues. For this reason frameworks that require that
the user needs to contact some other individual or register to certain services in
order to get full information about the framework is seen as detrimental factor
regarding the frameworks use and community support.
The review was done in iterations, starting with a preliminary search for frameworks
that are available for Android and were available either by some free or open source
license. The second iteration consisted of doing background checks on the frameworks,
to verify that they are accessible and assessing their viability against the remaining
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requirements. The third iteration consisted of examining the source and running
examples using the framework to observe its capabilities.
The search for frameworks was performed by using search engines Google, Bing and
Yahoo. The open source hosting site SourceForge (SourceForge, 2013) and open source
project comparison site Ohloh (Black Duck Software, 2013) were utilized as well. The
keywords used were a combination describing the target platform, augmented reality
and different terms specifying software creation frameworks or toolkits. An initial
collection consisting of 21 potential frameworks was produced which was further
processed.
After the second iteration, a total of two toolkits were chosen for an in depth review:
AndAR (Domham & Sood, n.d.) and DroidAR (bitstars, 2013). The frameworks
available with non-open source licenses were discarded altogether, as they would have
required the application to display certain information from the frameworks provider.
Appendix B contains a list of all the evaluated frameworks with their scoring against the
set parameters.
The deeper inspection of the two frameworks and actual prototyping showed that both
of them have the required features. However, AndAR utilizes ARToolkit provided
algorithms to process image data while DroidAR utilizes OpenCV, an open source
computer visions library (Itseez, 2013a), for similar tasks. The use of an open and
community improved computer vision library is seen as an improvement over
ARToolkit (Lamb, n.d.) which is not actively improved by the community. Similarly,
AndAR is not being developed, lessening its viability as a framework.
DroidAR was identified as being the most usable for implementation purposes. Its use
of OpenCV was integral in choosing it as the framework to use. Most frameworks
implement their own set of algorithms, either by themselves or through closed computer
vision libraries, that were not seen as extensive or effective as those available in
OpenCV. OpenCV is also available on multiple platforms, making it possible to use the
same detection methods created for one platform to work in others as well. In practice,
the object detection solution implemented on a desktop environment should be usable,
with slight changes, on an Android or an iOS device.
During the initial system prototyping steps, it became clear that DroidAR was not
needed in the constructing of the system, as the features it offered were not supporting
the systems development in the expected way. The object detection and matching
functionality would had to be implemented in any case and as a result DroidAR
framework was dropped and implementation focused on the use of OpenCV, with the
UI and AR interaction being implemented with common Android components.

4.3.2 OpenCV
OpenCV is a cross-platform computer vision library that supports a wide range of image
processing algorithms. It is usable in Android through two different approaches, either
through the Java API provided by the OpenCV4Android or through the implementation
of a native library with the use of the C++ API. OpenCV allows the implementing
system to access a wide range of algorithms for image processing purposes.
One approach to object detection is to use detected features from the target images and
perform matching to see if a set of extracted features are found within the other image.
The process first requires that keypoints are detected from the images. The detection of
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keypoints refers to the act of pinpointing points-of-interest in the images. These are
usually corners or edges where a large change in the contrast occurs. The detected
features are constructed from the region information around the keypoints. How these
features are constructed depends upon the algorithm. Matching between detected
features is possible by using various matching methods, ranging from brute force to
different indexing structure approaches (Szeliski, 2011; Tuytelaars & Mikolajczyk,
2008).
There are different kinds of feature extractors available, of which OpenCV implements
some (OpenCV dev team, 2013b, 2013d). The algorithm used in feature detection
affects what kind of matcher should be used in the matching process. This is because of
the way the detected features are handled by the algorithms. Approaches that handle the
features as vectors can calculate the matches using Euclidean distances while
approaches that handle the features as binary strings can use Hamming distances
(Calonder, Lepetit, Strecha, & Fua, 2010; Lowe, 2004).
The detailed explanations and comparisons of different methods for feature detection
and matching are not within the scope of this study and will not be presented in detail.

4.4 Summary
The conceptual framework for this study is presented through a review of the related
research and specification of the research problem. It is furthered by specification of
terms, scenario planning and tool review. The key areas in the conceptual framework
are:
Implementing AR in smart devices. As the core idea of the study revolves around the use
of smart devices to implement an AR system, the basics of implementing such systems
on smart devices need to be known. From the existing research it can be seen that AR
has been prototyped in devices that have similar hardware setups as do smart devices.
The way AR systems are implemented with those kinds of devices is generally known
as the “magnifying glass” approach, where the device is used to reveal certain hidden
information about the environment. The existing AR systems on smart devices rely
heavily on the magnifying glass approach to implement user interaction, with many
having different ideas as to what constitutes augmented reality.
Forming of the research problem. The research problem is formed from the
motivational reasons of exploring the AR paradigm on smart devices and the interest on
knowing how such systems are built. It formalizes the target of this study in a manner
that is usable by the research approach and acceptable in scientific works.
Definition of the term IAP. The term IAP is defined as it is used in the systems design
and construction to describe the systems key features. As the target of the study is
formalized, the terms used in describing the core concepts of this study need to be as
well. IAP is defined as an interactive virtual construct that links a real world instance to
user created information.
Scenario planning. The systems initial concept and design are presented through
scenarios that describe the system in use. They give a verbal description of what the
system is capable of achieving once implemented. The scenarios will be used in
validation of the system as well, when analyzing the final version of the system.
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Identification of system development tools. The development tools that are used in the
systems construction need to be known before architecture and system design can begin.
There is a wide selection of different frameworks, toolkits and libraries available that
can be used in construction of a AR application. OpenCV is chosen to be used when
implementing object detection required by the system.
These central concepts exert their influence in the architecture planning step in various
ways. From the concept of implementing AR in smart devices, the architecture is set on
to be deployed on a certain device using existing development tools. This also requires
the identification of platform specific requirements to ensure the systems stability and
capability to execute correctly. The forming of the research problem affects the other
concepts, notably the scenario planning, where the system is primarily defined. It does
not impact architectural design much. It is related to the implementation phase however,
as the main research problem and the design problems will be answered in iterative
design and prototyping steps, following the initial architecture.
The definition of the term IAP, scenario planning and the identification of system
development tools influence the architectural step the most. The IAP term is used to
describe the central functionality of the system while the central components are derived
from the scenarios themselves. The selected development tools also affect the systems
design as they will be used to prototype the various approaches to design problems.
Influenced and using these concepts, the systems architecture is designed and presented
in the following chapter.
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5.

System architecture

This chapter deals with the overall system architecture and requirements. The overview
of the architecture and the requirements affecting the system are presented herein,
starting with the derivation of use cases from the scenarios created in conceptual
framework. The system architecture presents a modular approach, where the central
components are used to create the end-user system itself.
The components, their functionality and the solutions to implement them are described
in detail in the following system analysis chapter.

5.1 System use cases
The scenarios presented in the conceptual framework describe how the system behaves
and what is expected from it. These scenarios are further processed to derive use cases
that will describe the central features of the system. From the scenarios, three distinct
use cases are discovered: scanning, creation and browsing.
Scanning describes the use of the system to scan the environment for IAPs. It also
describes the transition to browsing of the IAPs contents through the interaction with
the UI elements. Figure 4 depicts the use case.
Use case: Scanning for IAPs
system

Scan the
environment

User

Select a
collection to
scan for

<<extend>>
If IAP detected and
interacted with

Browse
IAP contents

Figure 4. Use case description for scanning.

Scan the environment refers to the scanning performed by the user when using the
system. While doing this activity, a IAP may be detected that the user can interact with
to enter the Browsing activity. The user can, while scanning, choose to change the IAPs
that are being scanned for by selecting an another IAP collection.
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Creation describes the way how an IAP should be created. It describes in detail the
different attributes of an IAP that the user can modify. Figure 5 depicts the use case.
Use case: Create IAP
system

Select an
database

Set name

Pick existing
image

If an existing
image is to be used

Capture a
new image

Set description

If a new image
is to be taken

Set reference
image
User
Add images

If an image
was added

Add description

Save IAP

Figure 5. Use case description for IAP creation.

During the creation of a IAP, a user may choose to use an existing image as a reference
or choose to create a new one. As the IAPs are designed to contain only text and
images, the addition of content to an IAP happens by first adding an image and then the
descriptive text to it.
Browsing describes the actions that a user can take while browsing the contents of an
IAP. Figure 6 depicts the use case.
Use case: Browse IAP contents
system

Edit content

User

Select IAP
to browse

Figure 6. Use case description for IAP browsing.
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Browsing an IAP refers to the activity that the user takes in order to view all the items
in the IAP. As the information in the IAP consists of text and images, the presentation
of the information depends on the end-user implementation, where suitable ways to
present the content can be implemented. The user can also modify the existing
information and select other IAPs to browse.
How the central use cases are to be implemented are discussed and analyzed in the
system analysis chapter, where prototyping is used to gain a better understanding of the
issues related to their implementation.

5.2 Architecture overview
While the approach of separating UI and logic is common, the approach taken here
attempts to generalize the access to the Detector library, making it usable in other
systems as well, not just the one implemented in the end-user system. As such the
system implementation is separated in to two different components: the end-user app
and the core functionality library, Detector. Figure 7 provides an overview of the
different components of the system.

OpenCV

Device camera
End user system

Detector
Device storage

Figure 7. A high-level overview of the system architecture.

The architecture shows the system broken down to separate components. End user
system is the constructed app which is built using the Detector library. The library will
handle all the required functionality for IAP detection, the access to OpenCV and to the
device specific hardware. The access to the camera is necessary in order to implement
scanning and picture taking functionality while access to the device storage is required
in order to save IAPs and access IAP collections.
The derived use cases will be realized through the creation of both of the components.
The scanning for IAPs use case will be majorly implemented in the Detector library,
which needs to be instantiated by the end-user system. The other use cases will be
implemented more in the end-user system, as they rely on user input and presentation of
information to the user through images and text. However, access to the IAPs resources
will be handled through the Detector library.

5.3 System design principles
As the system is being developed to function in a smart device environment it needs to
follow a certain set of specific design principles. Certain design principles can be
inferred from the scenarios that also need to be taken in to account in the systems
implementation. Relevant design principles will be used in the systems evaluation as a
way to validate that rigor has been applied in the implementation process.
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Memory usage optimization. As the system operates in a smart device with limited
performance capabilities and storage, operations that require too much memory than the
device can support cannot be allowed. In the case of out-of-memory (OOM) error, the
offending system is shut down, causing loss of information. To prevent this happening,
the system needs to be aware of memory using operations and implement them in such a
manner that an OOM errors cannot occur.
Fluid user experience. As the system needs to operate in real-time, the scanning,
detection and overlaying must happen without significant delay perceivable by the user.
A frames-per-second (FPS) count nominal to the systems normal operations is expected
from the system when performing detection and presentation of IAPs.
OpenCV dependency and API levels. As the system uses OpenCV for image processing
and analysis, the target device must be able to support it. OpenCV provides an app,
OpenCV manager (OpenCV dev team, 2013a) that the target device needs to be able to
install in order to manage the OpenCV libraries. The use of OpenCV for Android also
sets the minimum API level of the target device to 11, as it is required for successful
compilations (OpenCV dev team, 2013b).
Adherence to core development guidelines. As the systems is being developed to
function in Android platform on a specific device, the system needs to conform to the
expected design principles of Android apps. There exists a formal starting set of core
quality guidelines (Google, 2013b) that all Android apps should conform to. Even
though the system is not created to be publicly available, it should still follow the
guidelines where relevant to ensure system stability. The guidelines also define a set of
test that can be used to evaluate the system to observe if it follows certain guidelines.
By adhering to the guidelines and using the tests provided in the Android core
guidelines, the existing set of design principles are further complemented.
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6.

System analysis and design

The analysis of the different system components and the presentation of the chosen
design is handled in this chapter. The systems analysis is presented in two parts to
separate the end-user system and the library component. The separation is done to
emphasize and to take into to account the system concept as presented in the guiding
scenarios. The separation also allows the development of the core functionality and the
UI parts as individual projects, making their development and testing easier.

6.1 Analysis: Detector library
The Detector library contains the functionality that allows the system to operate as
intended. Central to it is the implementation of the Scanner activity, which handles the
detection, matching and presentation of an IAP to the correct coordinates. It achieves
these functions through the use of Iap processing and Image processing classes. The
other use cases have their inner operations implemented in Detector as well. Figure 8
depicts the Detector library and the central activities and classes that it contains.
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Figure 8. Major activities and classes that constitute the Detector library.

Scanner activity allows the detection of IAPs in the environment, realizing the scanning
use case. Specifically the Scanner activity needs to 1) provide a view of the
environment that the user is currently observing, 2) detect IAPs from the environment,
3) present them in visual manner overlaying the currently seen view i.e., augment the
perceived reality and 4) provide a way to browse the contents of a IAP that the user has
interacted with. In addition, it needs to provide a way for the user to change the sets of
IAPs currently being scanned. This is, however, better suited to be implemented by the
end-user system, as it allows the customization of selection UI.
Possible solutions to issue 1 is the use of the standard Android Camera component.
Utilizing it, it would be possible to create a viewfinder view similar in many smart
phone and digital camera systems. However, as the frames that the standard camera
component returns need to be converted to grayscale format to be usable in the image
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processing functions, the use of a OpenCV viewfinder implementation is seen as being
more usable as it already implements the conversion to the grayscale format and
provides access to the non-converted frame as well.
For issue 2, the detection needs to be handled in a way that does not impact the
viewfinder view. Also, multiple IAPs need to be detectable from the environment,
further increasing the taxation on the systems resources. One way to address this issue is
to execute all the detections in separate threads, a function that Android supports with
the possibility of executing threads in parallel. Another way would be to send all the
IAPs to be processed in one large operation. This would, however, take too much time
for real-time or near real-time operation and as such it is better that each IAP would be
processed individually, as it shortens the time of detection. For this reason all of the IAP
detection calculations are executed in separate threads, through Iap processing. Once
the detections have been calculated, the results of them are broadcast to anyone listening
withing the system. The messages are captured by the Scanner activity and processed
accordingly.
Issue 3 can be handled by either modifying the original frame in raw format either
through OpenCV or Android functions. Another way is to create overlay items to the
correct position on the viewfinder. While the modification of the existing frame is
possible, the touch events would still be required to be captured and identified to the
correct IAP. For this reason, the creation of IAP visualizations is handled by the
creation of individual UI items for each IAP. The details on how to obtain the correct
position where to place the IAP is presented in chapter 7.3.
Issue 4 can be handled through interfaces that the extending implementations need to
implement as well. This way, the Scanner just implements an IAP detected interface,
which subclasses can override in order to get the information of which IAP should be
opened in the Browser. This means that the end-user implementation needs to be able to
access the Editor class as well, in order to locate and read the IAPs contents.
Camera activity provides the capability for the user to capture new reference images, a
feature that is required when new IAPs are being created. The implementation of the
Camera activity could be done by using the existing Camera apps in the device, by
launching them when required and taking the resulting captured image. However, this
was seen as offering limited amount of access to the picture taking capabilities, which
could cause issues in the future implementations. As such, a simple image capturing
activity was created that allows the users to capture images and use them in creation of
references. While it is possible to use the similar camera implementation as in the
Scanner activity, the camera for capturing new references does not require OpenCV
provided features. As such, the standard Android Camera implementation is used.
Crop activity allows the user to crop and select an area from the captured image to be
used as a reference for the IAP. Once the user has finished with defining the crop area,
the resulting area is calculated through the use of the image processing component. It
will attempt to detect keypoints and features from the given area, giving an indication if
the cropped area is suitable to be used as a reference image. The results of the cropping
activity, the name and location of the cropped file, are returned and passed back to the
calling activity, where the results are captured and processed.
Editor class acts as a helper for the construction, saving and editing of IAPs. Most of the
work in realizing the Creation use case is in the end-user implementation, which needs
to create a viable UI for the purposes of supporting user given inputs.
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Accessing class handles the saving, loading and processing of existing IAPs on the
device. As the system is limited to a single user and the exchange of IAP collections is
not necessary, an approach that enforces an ordered folder structure and naming of files
was chosen to be implemented. This way, all the files that are used in the systems
operation are stored within the device itself. The textual description of an IAPs are
stored in a file that is modified and read when necessary. A JSON format (Crockford,
2006) is utilized, as Android API provides lightweight and an easy to use approaches to
saving and parsing of JSON content.
Iap processing class handles the calculation of individual IAPs. The actual calculation is
performed in native side, using the Native detection library. As the processing done in
the Scanner activity needs to be accomplished in a manner that does not impact the UI,
the use of threads to calculate an IAP outside the UI thread offers the best results.
Another way would be to calculate all the IAPs in the collection in one operation. This
would, however, slow down the rate of individual IAP detections. When a new frame is
captured in the Scanner, it will be processed against all the IAPs that are currently being
detected in the chosen collection. Only one instance of an IAP can be processed at one
time. Once the processing has returned, either with success or failure, the same IAP can
be processed again, against a new frame, limiting the amount of threads being started
and enforcing a linear, albeit a slightly inaccurate, way for detecting IAPs. The
inaccuracy comes from the fact, that while a IAP is being detected, the Scanner will
process more frames, but they will not be calculated as there already is an ongoing
calculation process for the IAP. The methods and algorithms used in detection,
extraction and matching are discussed further in chapter 7.3.
Image processing class. There is the need for detecting the amount of keypoints in the
Crop activity and for the reference image creation in the Scanner activity for the IAPs.
The image processing class implements the OpenCV methods that are required by the
system and which do not need to be executed in a separate threads as they do not impact
the UI.

6.2 Analysis: End-user app
The end-user system is the one used by the users. It uses the Detector library to
implement its functionality. Based on the architecture and use cases, the end-user
system needs to implement a IAP browsing view, IAP creator view and use the Scanner
activity in Detector library to allow the scanning of the environment. A landing page is
also required, as it would act as a central starting point in the system. As the
implementation of the user interface is done utilizing the standard Android API, using
the standard components, the details of the UI design are not discussed. Figure 9 depicts
the central activities in the end-user system.
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Figure 9. The activities that constitute the major parts of the end-user system.

Landing activity. The landing page gives the user the possibility to launch different
activities that are implemented by the system. Its purpose is to function as a lightweight
area that the user can use to transition to the three main activities of scanning, creating
or browsing of IAPs.
Scanner activity extends the similarly named activity in the Detector library. As such, it
processes the detected IAPs and launches the Browser activity with the correct IAP. It
also allows the user the possibility to select the collection from which to scan IAPs
from.
Creator activity. The creation of new IAPs is handled through a guided process. The
only things that an IAP needs is the collection where it belongs and the individual name
for the IAP, all other attributes can be added if the user wants to. Once the IAP is
created it can be accessed and further modified through the Browser activity. The user
centric part of the creating use case are realized in the development of this activity.
Browser activity. The system needs to allow users to peruse their collections of IAPs.
This is to happen through the Browser activity, which allows the contents of an
individual IAP to be viewed. As an IAP can only contain images and text, the browser
view needs to accommodate both types of information. The user can also change the
contents of the IAP through the authoring mode or choose an another IAP to browse.
The user centric part of the browsing use case are realized in the creation of this
activity.
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6.3 System design
The system design is created through the experimentation and knowledge gained during
system analysis stage. The system being developed compromises of two separate
components: the end-user app and the Detector library. The separation is done to
enforce good programming practices by separating UI and logic, making the
components easier to develop, maintain and test.
The Detector library consists of components that the end-user system is using to
implement the system described in the scenarios and further improved through use
cases. The chosen design is presented in figure 10, where the end-user system and the
Detector library are shown with the relations between individual activities and classes.
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Figure 10.Architectural overview with separation between end-user system and component
libraries.

The design shows the central activities in both the end-user implementation and the
Detector library. The end-user implementation is extending the Scanner activity from
the Detector and using the Camera activity to initiate reference capturing and cropping
activities. It also shows how the Creator and Browser activities are using the Editor
class to create, modify and access existing IAPs on the device.
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7.

System implementation

The implementation of the system is presented by first giving an overview of the
implementation process. This is then followed by a deeper look into the design
problems that were identified as being significant in the systems implementation.
The main implementation task was centered around the creation of a functioning object
detection pipeline with the use of OpenCV. Related to object detection was also the
implementation of correct augmentation registration based on the detected images
coordinates. The optimization of the object detection pipeline and the approaches taken
to allow the detection and presentation of IAPs to occur smoothly were also important
during the implementation phase.

7.1 Overview of the implementation process
The implementation work was done in Ubuntu 12.04 LTS using Eclipse SDK 4.2.2 with
Android ADT tools and Android SDK installed. The prototyping and testing of the
system was done entirely using Samsung Galaxy Nexus with Android OS 4.2.1, "Jelly
bean", with no virtual devices being used. OpenCV 2.4.6 was used to implement the
object detection pipeline and related image processing functionalities.
The implementation was started with prototyping done with the chosen framework. As
the AndAR framework did not support the creation of the system at the desired level
and required the implementation of feature detection, it was discarded. OpenCV, which
AndAR was using to detect markers, was taken into use to implement the object
detection and matching functionality required by the system. The way OpenCV was
integrated in the system is presented in the following section, 7.2. From the central
features that the system was to implement, the Scanner implementation was the most
important one as it allows the interaction between real and virtual and it depends on the
successful identification of IAPs. OpenCV knowledge was required extensively in the
implementation of the Scanner and as such early prototyping of the system was focused
in successfully implementing a functioning object detection pipeline and presentation of
IAPs to their correct positions. The details on how the object detection pipeline was
constructed within the system is discussed in section 7.3. The way how IAP
presentation was achieved is presented in section 7.4. The object detection pipeline was
continually improved during the system implementation phase. Specific ways to achieve
better quality matches and improved detection speeds were investigated and
implemented. These are detailed in section 7.5.
Once the scanning use case of the system was implemented, the secondary features
were prototyped extensively, focusing on the creation of valid reference images by the
users, as they were closely linked with successful IAP detection. After the prototyping
had provided implementable approaches to the required features, they were brought
together in the Detector library. The end-user system was built using the formed library.
During the development of the end-user system, certain changes were made to the
systems use contrary to the scenarios. These changes were made, as prototyping the
system from the users perspective, revealed certain design choices as being detrimental
to the systems use.
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7.2 OpenCV integration
As a practical issue in the systems implementation, the way OpenCV was to be
integrated needed to be identified. When using OpenCV for the purposes of developing
on Android, it is possible to access it in two ways, either through the wrapper
implementation, a Java API, or by creating a native library and using it through the C++
API. The differences between the two approaches is that the Java API does not
implement all the features or match the speed of the C++ API (Itseez, 2013b). As real
time performance is important in achieving correct registration, both approaches were
investigated to see if there was a meaningful difference in their speed of performance.
A test module was created and used to test the same functions through the Java API and
the C++ API. The test setup consists of a scene image of 1152 × 864 pixels and a
reference image of 256 × 256 pixels. Both tests use ORB (Rublee, Rabaud, Konolige,
& Bradski, 2011) for keypoint detection and BRIEF (Calonder et al., 2010) for feature
extraction. These methods were used as the initial object detection pipeline was
prototyped using them. A brute-force matcher is used to match the found features with
cross matching option enabled. The resulting values are an average between 50
individual runs, all executed serially on the UI thread.
Table 3 shows the results of keypoint detection, feature extraction and matching when
implemented through the Java and C++ APIs. As a point of interest, it also contains the
time taken to execute the function on the native side, so a difference in time between
calling native functions and their execution could be observed and evaluated.
Table 3.

Method execution time using different APIs.

Method

Java API, execution time
(ms), avg.

C++ API, call time +
execution time (ms), avg.

C++ API, execution
time (ms), avg.

Keypoint detection

127,66

128,56

127,91

Feature extraction

33,68

34,02

33,38

Feature matching

16,66

7,96

7,42

178

170,54

168,72

Sum

Based on the results, OpenCV could be accessed through the Java API as there does not
seem to be substantial differences in terms of speed. However, during the
implementation, testing and evaluation of the detection pipeline, native detection was
retried, as options to further the performance speed of IAP detections were sought. The
detection pipeline that was implemented using the Java API was reimplemented in a
native library using the C++ API. The detection pipeline does not contain any keypoint
detections or feature extractions, as those are done beforehand in the UI thread and
before launching the individual detections. It does contain feature matching, perspective
transformation calculations and vector transformations.
To evaluate the performance of the detection pipelines, a setup consisting of five IAPs
was used as to detect one and two IAPs. The choice for selecting only one or two IAPs
to be detected is based on the need to only observe which implementation would
produce faster detection results. The rest of the IAPs in the collection would not be
detected as they are not present in the scanned scene. The time taken for the IAPs to be
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processed through the pipeline was measured and is presented in milliseconds (ms). The
measured time is presented separately for successful detections and non-detections. The
reference images for all of the IAPs are <256 pixels in both dimensions while the scene
image is of 960 × 720 pixels. The detections are run for one minute and the values
present the average of all the detections. Table 4 presents the results.
Table 4.

Time taken to detect IAPs through the implemented pipelines.
Detecting 1 / 5 IAPs

Detection
implementation

Detecting 2 / 5 IAPs

Successful detection
time (ms)

Non-detection
time (ms), avg.

Successful detection
time (ms), avg.

Non-detection
time (ms), avg.

Java API

281,94

2533,01

433,43

2500,19

C++ API

163,73

2745,14

218,65

2146,85

If one IAP is being detected out of the five, all four other IAPs are not being detected
and the time for them to be processed is presented in the non-detection column. This is
as per the test setup, as only one or two IAPs could be detected from the scanned scene.
The results show that the IAP detection pipeline is faster when implemented using the
C++ API, achieving almost double the speed when detecting two IAPs at the same time.
The amount of time taken by the non-detections is an issue. As the calculation of IAPs
is implemented in a manner where only one instance of an IAP can be processed at one
time, the non-detections impose longer wait times for the user when beginning to scan
for IAPs.
Based on the results, the C++ implemented object detection pipeline is taken to use. The
systems will use the Java API in places where the speed of detections is a non-issue.

7.3 Object detection and matching
For the system to be able to detect the IAPs, the reference image assigned to it needs to
be presented in a way that it can be detected and matched from other images. The
solutions taken to implement this detection and matching need to be efficient and fast
enough to be usable in smart devices. The computer vision library, OpenCV, is used to
access the relevant algorithms and to implement an object detection pipeline used by the
system.
The principal requirements of the algorithms, that are to be used for object detection, are
in their performance speed and the amount of matches they provide. The algorithms also
need to be freely available to use and as such SIFT (Lowe, 2004) and SURF (Bay,
Tuytelaars, & Gool, 2006) were not taken into consideration as viable options. They are
implemented in OpenCV, but their use is restricted by them being patented in certain
countries (OpenCV dev team, 2013d). Another reason for not using SIFT and SURF is
that they use vectors to describe features while newer feature extractors, like BRIEF
(Calonder et al., 2010), present features as binary strings which can be matched faster,
when the device supports specific instruction set commands. Existing reviews of
different feature detection algorithms on OpenCV, executed on a smart device of an
earlier generation, also show the improved performance of feature extractors that
present the features as binary strings over algorithms using vectors (Khvedchenia,
2011). To identify the functioning combination of algorithms for the purposes of
implementing an object detection pipeline, the literature, reviews and suggestions from
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the OpenCV community were taken into account. Using the suggestions and the
available algorithms implemented in OpenCV, the different combinations of keypoint
detectors and feature extractors were reviewed in order to choose the best performing
match for the purposes of IAP detection. Specifically BRIEF and ORB were seen
promising alternatives, as both were motivated by the need to create efficient algorithms
for mobile and real-time purposes (Calonder et al., 2010; Rublee et al., 2011).
Table 5 shows results of keypoint detection, feature extraction and matching with
different combinations of algorithms, implemented with C++ API. The metrics chosen
to assess method performance are the elapsed CPU time and the amount of matches
found with a brute-force matcher. A lower CPU time indicates faster performance while
high amount of cross matches indicates a more likely match. The test setup is the same
as used in the evaluation of the wrapper and the native library approaches in section 7.2,
to determine which one would perform faster.
Table 5.

Comparison of extraction methods.

Time taken for operations (ms)
Extraction
algorithm Detection
Extraction Matching Total
(ORB)

Matching results
Reference –
scene

Scene –
reference

Cross

ORB

142

292,04

9,78

443,82

453

500

190

FREAK

139,42

36,56

1,94

177,92

29

483

22

BRIEF

128,66

33,68

7,96

170,54

453

500

88

The results show that using ORB for feature extraction is slower than BRIEF or
FREAK (Alahi, Ortiz, & Vandergheynst, 2012), but still gives the most results. FREAK
and BRIEF both perform suitably fast with FREAK failing to extract enough features to
provide suitable amount of matches. BRIEF gives the best combination of speed and
matches, however the feature detection fails when detection is attempted at different
rotation than in the reference, as the algorithm is not rotation invariant (Calonder et al.,
2010). The combination of ORB for detection and BRIEF for extraction is chosen to be
implemented.
Using these algorithms it is possible to implement a functioning object detection
pipeline, where the keypoints and the features of the images are used to detect matches.
The features detected from the images need to be matched against each other in order to
find out if the image is found within the other. The detection of matches occurs through
the use of specific matchers in OpenCV, that are given the detected features from each
image. The matcher produces a list of the best matches, which can be further refined by
eliminating results that are too distant. Figure 11 illustrates how the keypoints are
identified by the chosen algorithms and how the overlay is presented based on the
identified reference image.
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(top right). Based on the keypoints, the detected image can be found from the
scene (bottom left), with the IAP being presented on the correct position.

Based on the way the features are presented, different matching approaches need to be
utilized. Using vector based descriptors, the probable matches can be derived by
calculating the Euclidean distance between the features from the scene and reference
images. The smaller the distance, the more likely it is that a match has occurred (Bay et
al., 2006; Lowe, 2004). Algorithms that present features as binary strings detect viable
matches by calculating the Hamming distance of the features, which means the amount
of changes that are required to be done to a string in order to convert it to the other
another. As in matching using Euclidean distances, the lower the Hamming distance, the
more likely a match is (Calonder et al., 2010).
The type of detection that is achieved using the described methods is instance
recognition. It differs from object recognition in that the exact instance that is looked
for is not known, as the users can select the reference image by themselves. Instance
recognition can be handled in two parts, instance and class recognition, where class
recognition would entail in identification of an instance as belonging to a certain class,
such as “humans” or “cars”. (Szeliski, 2011). As the purpose of this study is to detect a
certain instance from others, the implementation of class recognition is not of relevance
and will not be elaborated further.
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7.4 Augmentations
Interaction with the AR interface requires that a UI element is overlaid on top of the real
view seen through viewfinder. The position where the augmentation is placed needs to
be as exact as possible in order to achieve correct registration. The actual process of
overlaying any virtual content on top of live feed is trivial to implement but achieving
precise matching between real and virtual is trickier. The issues that affect the correct
positioning of the virtual item come mainly from the slowness of detecting matches, as
the view may have shifted during the calculation process. Slowness can be mitigated by
improving and optimizing the detection, extraction and matching process.
Implementing augmentations requires that the correct position of the detected IAP needs
to be known. The presentation of any content, that is to be placed on the viewfinder of
the system can be implemented with minor effort by creating an item with graphical
content and placing it on top of the viewfinder, as if floating on top of the view. Another
way would be to modify the frame image itself. In that way, the frame itself would be
modified before being presented to the user. This, however is not possible with multiple
references, as the viewfinder would lag behind the actual view due to the time taken to
calculate the correct area for each of the IAPs where the augmentation is to be placed.
The position where the augmentation is to be placed needs to be calculated before the
overlay placement. These positions are determined from the detected matches between
the given images by first calculating a perspective transformation matrix between the
reference image keypoints and the scene image keypoints. The transformation matrix is
used to transform a set of vectors to correspond to the coordinate space of the scene
image. In this way, the corner points of the detected reference image, in the scene
image, can be derived. The corner points can then be used to place the IAP visualization
in the viewfinder view to the correct position. Figure 12 contains three different ways to
visualize IAPs.

The presentation of IAPs aims to be uniform, with the text “IAP” being the most
signifying feature and the unique color being the second. In this way, multiple IAPs can
be detected at one time, with each having a different look from the other. In figure 12,
the leftmost IAP is the easiest to see put obscures the underlying image the most. In the
middle image, the IAP has a transparent background, obscuring the image less. The text
changes color, appearing to blink, making the IAP more pronounced. The rightmost
image randomizes the color of the text while defining the IAP with a clear border. It
also obscures the underlying image less than the other visualizations.

7.5 Efficient detection
To be able to detect IAPs quickly, different solutions to improve the detection speed and
performance were required. The solutions presented are implemented to the system, as
they provide faster detection than other approaches prototyped. Certain solutions are
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also based on the best practices in parsing matches, as presented in the literature and the
discussions in the OpenCV forums.
Use of binary descriptors. BRIEF features binary based descriptors that can be quickly
computed if the device supports specific instruction sets for computational operations
(Calonder et al., 2010). Instruction sets allow developers to access the processor specific
native commands, allowing the possibility for very fast operations. The device used in
this study supports NEON instructions (ARM, 2013), speeding up the matching
operation of binary based descriptors. The support for specific instruction sets is
becoming more common in modern smart devices, making the use of binary based
descriptors a good option for object detection purposes.
Parallel computation of IAPs. The Android OS supports the parallel execution of
threads. This means that the coordinates for individual IAPs can be calculated in parallel
and the results of the calculations passed back to the UI thread allowing the presentation
of the IAP occur in the correct position. The execution of computational task in other
threads also makes the use of the system possible, as the otherwise long operations
would hold it up.
Reference image size restriction. As the users can assign any kind of reference image to
act as the identifying feature for the IAP, the reference image has to be of good quality
to perform as expected. The size of the reference image affects how the IAP is detected
from the observed viewfinder view, meaning that a reference image that is too large
would obscure the whole viewfinder. For this reason, assigning a minimum and
maximum sizes for the reference images makes the detection of IAPs more uniform and
likely to happen.
Scene keypoint and feature calculation. As each IAP is computed in their own thread,
they all require the current frame, the keypoints and detected features from it. These are
derived before individual IAPs are sent to be detected. In this way, individual IAP
detections do not need to calculate the keypoints and features themselves, allowing
them to operate faster while conserving system resources.
Cross matching and outlier removal. As the matching process can give multiple
matches if done in one direction, the results can be further improved by doing cross
matching (Guanta, 2013). These results can then be parsed to remove matches that are
too distant and unlikely to be valid.
Best keypoint selection. After the matching is done, the best keypoints are selected for
both scene and frame. To improve the speed by which the perspective transformation is
detected, only 80% of the best keypoints are taken into use (sammy, 2012).
Limit the amount of IAPs. While it would be possible to detect many more IAPs, the
rate of detection drops and becomes harder the more IAPs are to be detected. For this
reason the amount of IAPs that can be detected at any given time is set to eight. The
maximum amount of IAPs that have been tested at the same time is five. The individual
IAPs from the collection of five were detectable with acceptable delays, as shown in
table 4.
During implementation and testing it was also observed that larger collections took
longer to detect one IAP. This was expected, as increasing the amount of detectable
IAPs causes more detections calls to be issued. To evaluate how the speed of detections
would scale with an increasing amount of IAPs being detectable, a test was executed
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with various amounts of IAPs being detectable in a collection. Only one IAP would be
detectable successfully from the scene however. The reference image of all the IAPs
being detected is <256 pixels and the detections are run for one minute. Table 6 shows
the results.
Table 6.

Degradation of speed and detections based on collection size.

Collection size

1

8

10

20

Average detection speed (ms) 50,94 183,26 148,72 546,75
Amount of detections in 60
seconds

198

19

11

4

Amount of detections and
non-detections in 60 seconds

198

76

64

40

The results show that increasing the amount of IAPs slows down the detection speed for
successful detections and also results in less detections being done. While the detection
is fastest in a collection with only one IAP, it starts to slow down when multiple IAPs
are being detected concurrently. While detecting one IAP from a collection of eight
occurs acceptably fast, it only manages to detect the IAP from the scene 19 times. The
number of detections done drops further to 11, when ten IAPs are within the collection.
With 20 possible IAPs, the amount of detections drops down to four. While setting the
limit to eight is arbitrarily chosen, the results do indicate a worsening performance if a
limit to the amount of IAPs is not set. Limiting the amount of IAPs that can
concurrently be detected to eight allows the creation of functional collections while
maintaining an acceptable detection speed.
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8.

Evaluation

Evaluation of the system is performed to assess the feasibility of the design and the
functionality of the system itself. The results from the evaluation provide knowledge on
how to further improve the system.
The systems evaluation occurs in three stages. The first stage consists of reviewing how
the design principles have been taken into account in the system. The differences
between the stated expectations in the design principles and the implementation are
presented. The second stage of evaluation examines the system through the scenarios
that described the core features, presenting the changes and the reasons for them. The
third stage of the evaluation occurs through the use of volunteer users that validate the
systems performance objectively by acting out the initial scenarios.

8.1 Design principle evaluation
The evaluation of systems design principles assesses how the implemented system
performs against the requirements set to it. This evaluation is more practical and
tangible as measurable metrics can be used. The evaluated design principles are the
memory consumption of the system, the fluency of UI in the Scanner activity and the
adherence to existing quality guidelines.
Memory usage optimization. Memory leaks can happen for multiple reasons. The most
common are the use of too large bitmaps and keeping an unneeded object alive longer
than needed. These errors can be traced and potential leaks identified with the use of
different debugging tools. In this study, the memory allocations are observed with the
use of Dalvik Debug Monitor Server (DDMS) and the memory analyzer tool (Google,
n.d.; The Eclipse foundation, 2013). The memory consumption of activities Scanner,
Creator and Browser are presented in table 7. The presented value is the currently
allocated memory within the activity. Browser activity is opened with an IAP that
contains only one added image. The Scanner activity is launched but no collections are
loaded and no detections are being made. If there would be leaks, they would show up
as incremental increases in allocated memory in successive instantiations of the activity.
The evaluation of memory use contains test cases from the Android core test suites
(Google, 2013b), which are reviewed in more detail in the following sections.
Particularly the tests CR-2, CR-3, CR-7 and CR-8 are used for the memory evaluation
purposes.
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Table 7.

Allocated memory during system run-time.
Test case

Scanner (Mb)

Enter activity. Repeat 1/5/10 times

Browser (Mb)

Creator (Mb)

12,63 / 12,59 /12,59 9,40 / 9,40 / 9,40 9,01 / 9,01 / 9,01

Enter activity, press Home, re-enter. Repeat 5
times

12,63

9,40

9,01

Enter activity, choose other Activity from
recent activities list, re-enter original activity.
Repeat 5 times.

12,63

9,40

9,01

Enter activity, set device to sleep, wakeup.
Repeat 5 times.

12,63

9,40

9,01

Enter activity, lock the device, unlock.
Repeat 5 times.

12,63

9,44

9,02

The test cases are run by entering the activity, issuing a garbage collection from DDMS
and returning with Back button a number of times. The core guideline based tests are
run afterwards, that test different ways of initializing the activities. The results show
that the initialization of the activities does not cause memory leaks.
The memory allocations were also observed when running through a scenario
describing the key features of the system. The scenario run contains the creation of a
new IAP through capturing of a reference image, detecting it from the Scanner and
viewing its contents from the Browser activity. The scenario starts and ends in Landing
activity. Table 8 contains the memory allocations at different stages during the scenarios
run. The scenario steps and results are presented in chronological order of their
execution of the scenario. The IAP that is constructed has a new reference image that is
captured during the IAPs creation. It also contains three images with brief descriptions.
Table 8.

Memory allocation during scenario run time.

Activity

Scenario step

Allocated
memory (Mb)

Landing

Scenario start

8,80

Creator

After capturing a new reference image and adding
three images with descriptions to the IAP

12,25

Landing

After IAP has been created

9,00

Scanner

Detecting the created IAP

12,82

Browser

Viewing the IAPs contents

13,41

Landing

Return from Scanner activity, scenario end

9,04

Difference between scenario start and end

0,24
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Observing the memory allocations during the scenario run shows no leaks. The
difference between the starting allocation and the ending allocation comes from the use
of static classes within Creator and Scanner, which once instantiated are kept in the
memory for the duration of the systems run. The static entities are not reinitialized, so
no further memory is allocated for them. This is also verified from the results presented
in table 7, where individual activities were being recreated.
The memory required by the bitmaps in Browser activity is visible between the results
on tables 7 and 8 The system also has about 1,2 Mb of memory allocated in the Browser
activity when the contents are directly launched by interacting with the IAP in the
Scanner. This allocation exists as the Scanner activity is not finished, but left in the
background, so that the user may quickly return to it via the Back button. Otherwise the
user would be, upon pressing Back, entering the Landing page, violating the expected
result of going back to the Scanner activity.
Fluid user experience. The operation of the systems UI is measured with the amount of
frames the Scanner activity can process within a second. The Scanner activity is used
for evaluation as it is the principal place where the users are using the system. If the
system slows down too much, it will be readily visible from the Scanner. The other
activities that are implemented in the end-user system do not process items in real time
in a manner that they would affect the use of the system.
FPS count in the Scanner activity is measured first with no IAPs being detected. The
results from the measurement will work as a baseline for comparing the FPS achieved
when IAP detections are active. FPS is calculated by comparing the time since the
previous frame was captured to the current time. The size of the viewfinder for the FPS
evaluation and the captured frames is 960 × 720. The system FPS count is evaluated
using a collection of five IAPs with the reference images being less than <256 pixels in
both dimensions. The FPS count is measured when zero, one, three, and five IAPs are
being detected at the same time, as the assumption is that more IAPs have a negligible
effect on the FPS. All detections are run five times, each lasting one minute and the FPS
count is the average for the amount of frames processed during that time. Table 9
presents the results.
Table 9.

Frames-per-second measurements on Scanner activity.

Amount of IAPs being detected

Extract features in UI
thread

Baseline, no collection loaded

Extract features in
detection thread

14,41

Detection with zero

2,58

10,82

Detection with one

2,49

10,54

Detection with three

1,97

7,19

Detection with five

0,81

4,44

The results show that the baseline FPS is quite low already. When a collection is loaded
and detections would be possible, the FPS count decreases immediately, even though
nothing is being detected. When the scene image is processed within the UI thread the
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drop is more noticeable. This is caused as the current frame is being processed for
keypoints and features, holding up rest of the system. Additional IAP detections do not
cause further major drops. When the scene images are individually processed in the IAP
detection threads, the FPS count is much closer to the baseline values. The total
detection time for an IAP is decreased however. The effect of multiple IAP detection is
seen better when the scene image is processed within the IAP detection thread itself.
Even though the IAPs are being processed in a separate thread, they still impose a
performance penalty to the system.
Possible ways to alleviate the low FPS would be to implement a detection functionality
in the Scanner, where the user needs to tell the system to scan for IAPs. This would
allow for more fluently working UI but would go against the planned behavior of
Scanner, which is expected to be continually scanning for new IAPs. Improvements
could also be gained by further optimizing the detection pipeline. When an IAP is
detected, the region-of-interest could be matched instead of the whole frame.
Additionally, the viewfinder area could be narrowed, making the scene image smaller
and faster to process.
It is also possible to implement the scene image keypoint and feature extraction to occur
within the individual processing threads, as demonstrated. This would raise the FPS but
lower the actual time that it takes for an IAP to be detected and presented to the user.
The planned way of using the systems is to scan certain items or places of interest. This
means that the device is quickly moved, held stationary for scanning, and then moved
again or used to access the IAPs contents. In this way of using the system, the time
taken to actually detect and present IAPs is more important than making the view that is
seen through the viewfinder to match reality, as the instances where rapid movement
occur are cases which have no relevance to the systems.
The choice between extracting scene keypoints and features in the UI thread is a choice
between faster IAP presentation or a smoother viewfinder view. For this reason the
system is implementing keypoint detection and feature extraction in the UI thread, as
quick detection is more important than a smoothly operating viewfinder.
Adherence to core development guidelines. The systems adherence to the Android core
development guidelines (Google, 2013b) is evaluated by identifying the relevant design
categories and issues that the system needs to address. These categories with their
specific issues are presented in appendix C. Table 10 details how the system is
performing against the design issues from the core guidelines. Appendix D contains the
tests from the Android core test suite, which are used for evaluation purposes.
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Table 10. Design criteria evaluation within the implemented system.
Design issue

Evaluation results

Standard
design

The system does not override the function of the system icons or replace them with its
own icons. Neither is the function of the UI items implemented so that they behave
differently from expected functionality.

Navigation

The system does not provide its own implementation of the Back button. All the
dialogs that the system presents are dismissible with the Back button. The Home
button is not overridden and always returns the user to the devices Home screen.

Permissions

The system only requires the minimum permissions to function. The required
permissions are for the devices camera and the file-storage.

The system preserves the state settings that the user had made before leaving the
User/app state activity and allowing those setting to be reused. The user is given the option of saving
the unfinished IAP when leaving the Creator activity.

Stability

Performance

The system has been observed through scenario based evaluation and memory
optimization. The observations show that the system is stable. The system has not
been tested on multiple devices however, and as such its stability on different devices
is of question.
The system changes activities quickly and creates a load screen if the loading takes
longer than expected.

The system displays the graphical content in high quality, without altering it. It does
not support all targeted screens, as only one device is used in the systems evaluation.
Visual quality
In similar manner, the text that is presented to the user is displayed in an acceptable
manner.

The design issues are followed where possible within the systems implementation. As
the system is developed with a single device, the support and stability of the system on
different devices cannot be guaranteed. The evaluation is continued in the next section
by evaluating the system against the design scenarios.

8.2 Scenario based evaluation
As the scenarios were used to provide the initial concept for the system from which use
cases and actual system logic were derived, they can be used to highlight the differences
between the design and the actual implementation. The key features in the scenarios are
explicitly stated and the implemented functionality is presented. The reasons for the
differences between design and implementation are discussed.
Creation of an information access point. The scenario describes the creation of a IAP by
capturing a reference image. The user can capture an image using the system and define
the area that should function as the reference for the IAP. It also describes how the user
can define the outlook of the IAP by selecting images to act as covers for it.
The system implements the definition of the reference image in a similar manner. The
user can use the system to capture the wanted object and create a valid reference from it
by cropping it to contain only the area of relevance from the image. Allowing users to
choose their own images to act as covers for the IAP was not implemented. The
reasoning for this is that the image should be visible from different angles and distances
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and the use of a superimposed image would add too much visual clutter to the scene,
making the system less easy to use. The system implements a uniform approach to IAP
presentation, where the text “IAP” and an area of interaction are presented to the users.
Adding content to an information access point. The scenario describes how and what
sort of content the users can add to the IAP. It also describes the possible addition of
new images, which are added to a remote server. The default images that are contained
within a collection include the cover image for the IAP, the reference image and the
other images added to it.
The system allows the adding of images to IAPs when they are being created. The
collection of images can also be modified when the IAP is being browsed. As the use of
a user selected cover image was not implemented, it is not visible in the collection. The
automatic adding of the reference image to the collection is not added as described
either. Instead, the reference image is used as an icon for the IAP when its contents are
being browsed. In this way, the reference image is included in the IAP, but it is not part
of the actual contents that the user has added. This is implemented as the reference
image is scaled down to be more usable in the IAP detection phase. Its presentation in a
gallery among actual images that the user would like to associate with the IAP would
break the concept of a IAP acting as user specified information storage by forcefully
adding an image that is used in the IAP detection.
Scanning for an information access point. The scenario describes how an another user
can access the shared IAP collection, observe any changes to it and use it for scanning
purposes. The scanning is performed by simply using the app in its Scanner activity and
observing objects and locations through its viewfinder. Once an IAP is located from the
environment, it will be presented to the user.
The scanning behavior is implemented as described, with the change that all the IAPs
share a similar outlook when presented to the user in the viewfinder. The user can also
load the available collections on the device for scanning purposes.
Browsing the information access points contents. The scenario describes how the user
interacts with the augmentation and the transition to the IAP browsing view. It describes
what kind of content is visible to the users and explicitly states that the browsing of the
IAP is not dependent on a constant observation of the reference image.
The interaction with the augmentation is implemented as described. The transition
begins to occur instantly once the user has touched the selected IAP on the viewfinder
view. The presentation of the IAPs contents is implemented through a scrollable gallery,
where each image and its accompanying description is visible to the user. It also shows
the reference image and the description for the IAP.
Scenario based evaluation is used to verify that the key features of the system have been
implemented. The evaluation is continued in the next section with users evaluating the
systems performance and adherence to design.

8.3 User based evaluation
Volunteers are used to validate the systems functionality against the scenarios and to
provide results on the usefulness of the implementation. As the system does not exactly
implement all the functionality as presented in the guiding scenarios, new scenario
descriptions were created based on the original ones, describing the system as it is
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implemented. The changes remove references to features that make the scenarios more
descriptive and realistic. Prototyped features that were found to be detrimental to
implement were also removed. The modified scenarios are presented in appendix F.
Evaluation is done by the volunteers using the system with results gathered through
questionnaires and brief interviews. The test setup consist of a well lit room with the
IAP objects placed at certain locations and verified to be detectable beforehand. One
person is interviewed at a time, so potential support can be given to the volunteer on the
use of the device and to answer potential question. The volunteers are briefed on the
system, its limitations and the process of how the test session is performed. They are
then asked to read the scenarios to introduce themselves to the first stage of evaluation.
The first stage of evaluation will begin with the volunteer creating a new IAP. This
consists of the volunteer naming and describing an IAP, capturing and cropping an
image to act as a reference for the IAP and adding additional content to it. Once the IAP
is created, the volunteer will proceed to the Scanning activity where the newly created
IAP will be attempted to be detected. If the IAP is successfully detected, the volunteer is
instructed to interact with it to browse its contents.
The second stage of evaluation consists of a similar scanning performance on a different
set of four IAPs. Two of the IAPs have reference images that are planar, two are actual
objects captured from a certain angle. This measures how well different objects can be
detected, as the assumption is that detecting IAPs that have not been created personally
are harder to scan as the volunteer does not know if the IAP actually exists within the
scanned environment. During the scanning activity, the volunteers can freely interact
and browse the detected IAPs.
After the volunteers have used the system, they are given a questionnaire to fill which is
followed by a brief interview. Appendix E contains the used questionnaire. Table 11
presents how the questions are measured and what they measure from the implemented
system.
Table 11. User based evaluation grading.
Question(s)

Grades

Measures

1–2

N/A

General user knowledge on the related
technologies

3–7

From 1 – 3 (did not match, matched partially,
matched fully)

How well the features were implemented,
based on how the user saw the use match
the descriptions

8

From 1 – 5 (difficult, somewhat difficult,
average, somewhat easy, easy)

9

From 1 – 5 (poorly, somewhat poorly,
averagely, somewhat well, well)

10

Free textual input, comments

How well the core quality is achieved
with the system

Additional issues that the users observed

The answers to the interview questions aim to shed light on how useful the interaction
and the system itself was perceived. This is measured, as the created system aims to
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provide a useful implementation of AR in smart devices. Three volunteers, one (1)
female and two (2) males, evaluated the system. The results of the questionnaire are
shown in table 12, with the individual scores given by each volunteer being presented.
Table 12. Questionnaire results.
Question

User evalution scores

Did IAP creation match what was described in the given
scenarios?

2 / 3 / 3 (1-3)

Did adding of content to an IAP match what was described in the
given scenarios?

3 / 3 / 3 (1-3)

Did scanning for the IAPS match what was described in the given
scenarios?

2 / 2 / 3 (1-3)

Did IAP interaction, through touching the virtual icon, match
what was described in the given scenarios?

2 / 2 / 3 (1-3)

Did browsing of IAPs contents match what was described in the
given scenarios?

3 / 3 / 3 (1-3)

How easy was it to detect the IAPs?

3 / 2 / 2 (1-5)

How did the application perform during your use of it?

4 / 2 / 3 (1-5)

The evaluators were all familiar with smart devices and all but one were knowledgeable
of AR beforehand. Only one evaluator was familiar with AR apps however, having tried
them out before. The results show that the majority of the features were implemented
fully as described in the scenarios. IAP scanning and interaction were evaluated as
being partially implemented in the system. This is further elaborated in the answers to
the systems performance, that show that IAP detection was somewhat difficult to
achieve. The whole system was evaluated as performing in an average manner. Based
on the results from the questionnaire, the system conforms to the design scenarios with
IAP scanning and interaction being least implemented.
The evaluators mentioned the difficulty in knowing whether the system was still
scanning for potential IAPs from the current position or if there were none at that
particular location. Visual ques and UI improvements were suggested as potential ways
to improve the scanning experience. In similar manner, the evaluators also mention that
the system should be more informative to the user regarding the lighting or other
effects, that could have a negative impact on the detection performance. The option of
adding more images of the reference object was seen as something that would further
improve IAP detection.
Existing experiences with AR apps were identified as influencing the evaluators ideas of
the system after reading the scenario descriptions. However, the preconceptions did not
match the actual behavior of the system. Evaluators that had no previous experience
with AR systems did not express changes in their preconceptions after reading the
scenarios and after testing the system in use.
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The method of detection and interaction implemented in the system was found to be
useful in other application contexts as well, with the evaluators being able to provide
potential examples.
Majority of the evaluator issues come from the UI of the system. This was expected, as
most of the development effort has been in the creation of a functioning object detection
pipeline and its optimization. Nevertheless, for a new user the system requires further
improvement to be considered user friendly. While the system was unintuitive in certain
parts, the evaluators did manage to detect IAPs from the environment and navigate the
app fluently. Limitations identified in the implementation of the system and those raised
by the evaluators are presented in the following section.

8.4 System limitations
During the implementation, prototyping and evaluation certain system specific
deficiencies were identified that are presented as limitations on what the system is
capable of. In addition, the artificial limitations set to the system as away of focusing
the research to the central parts are discussed.
Limited handling of rotation and scale. The algorithm used to locate features from the
images does not handle scaling and rotation very well. For this reason, the object that
identifies an IAP needs to be observed at an optimally same distance and rotation. This
lack of support for rotation and scale is because of the chosen feature extraction method,
BRIEF. The use of ORB would improve the detection of IAPs from different distances
and rotations but would take too long to calculate, slowing down the detection rate.
Single user system. The system was developed without support for multiple users. For
the system to have a real-world application and use, it should support multiple users and
the sharing of IAP collections. The adding of users would also open up the possibility
for additional user interaction.
Locked in landscape mode. The system is developed to function in a landscape mode
only, as the Scanner view is more natural to be used in that orientation. The browsing of
IAPs contents is also easier in landscape mode.
Dependency on optimal lighting. The correct detection of reference images from the
scanned scene requires good and uniform lightning. Achieving such lighting is possible
in indoors environments but more difficult to achieve outdoors.
Limited detection with objects. Objects that are non-planar are harder to detect as they
can be observed from multiple viewpoints and can have varied backgrounds. Using only
one reference image for an object presents challenges as they can be observed from
multiple viewpoints.
User interface. Volunteer evaluators identified the feedback that the system provides
about the scanning environment as lacking. Improving the way the system informs the
user would potentially increase the rate of detections, as user could correct their
behavior based on the system feedback.
Object detection pipeline problems. Optimization is possible for the detection pipeline
as different IAPs can cause the other IAPs not to be detected. While multiple IAP
detection at the same time is possible, certain IAPs can interfere with the detection of
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other IAPs. The general performance of the detection pipeline could be further
optimized as well, as non-detections take inordinately long to be processed.
Limited to 2D augmentations. The use of 2D augmentations in the system allows the
user to interact with the IAPs but visual information about the correct position and
distance could be presented with 3D augmentations. This could be useful for the users,
aiding them to position themselves correctly based on the IAPs reference image.
The presented limitations are taken into consideration in the next section, where the
evaluations are summarized.

8.5 Summary of evaluations
Evaluation of the system was performed from functional, design and user perspectives.
The functional evaluation, through the systems adherence to design principles, shows
the system following the requirements expected of it by being memory efficient and
following existing set of quality guidelines. The use of memory is observed and key
locations where potential leaks could occur are taken into consideration. The most
memory extensive activity is the Browser, where the images added to an IAP can be
observed. The FPS that the system is capable of, when performing detections, is not
within the range of normal operation, with a difference of over 10 FPS when IAPs are
being detected. The slowness of the UI when performing detections is seen more
acceptable to have, as it allows faster detections. The way the scanning is performed
also supports the design choice. The slowness of the Scanner activity was not
specifically pointed out by the volunteers either. The reason for this seems to be that the
detections occurred fast enough when the IAPs were being scanned for, making the
volunteers focus more on the IAP augmentations instead.
From the design perspective, the system is implementing the scenarios as described with
certain changes being done based on prototyping results. The changes that have been
made contrary to the initial design are done based on the prototyping results and are
seen as being valid design choices:
Not implementing user added covers. In the scenarios the user could select what kind of
a cover an IAP should have when it is detected by scanning. In practice, the use of an
additional image would not be as beneficial as a common representation that identifies
an IAP, as it would clutter the scene with nonuniform visual information.
Not implementing reference image adding to IAP collection. Reference images are not
added to IAP collections automatically. The initial reason for adding reference images
to users IAP collection was as a way of reminding the users of what can trigger the
augmentation. As the reference image is scaled down to be more uniform and easier to
process, its visual quality is decreased. The reference image is therefor not added to the
gallery itself but used as an icon for the particular IAP.
Evaluation performed by volunteers also verified that the features described in the
guiding scenarios are implemented in the system. Their observations highlight scanning
and interaction with the IAPs as least implemented, based on the insufficient
information provided to the user by the system. Volunteers also pointed out limitations
of the system through their use of the app, with lacking UI feedback being most
important. The limited handling of scale made it more difficult for the volunteers to
successfully detect IAPs from the environment, that they had not created themselves.
Overall, the system was identified as performing in an average manner.
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9.

Conclusions

The target of this study was to explore how AR interfaces could be used in smart device
applications through a development of a particular app. The study began with a review
of the related research and a small review into existing AR systems on smart devices.
The AR app review was done in order to achieve an understanding of the currently
available AR implementations. From the knowledge gained, a conceptual framework
was created that tied together the theoretical aspects of the study. Central in the
conceptualization of the work was the definition of the term IAP, which describes an
information storage that can be linked to real world instances through object recognition
and is accessible through an AR interface.
After the theoretical foundations were in place, the constructive part of the study was
started. The architecture and the system design were created and improved through an
iterative process involving prototyping of different approaches. The main issues that
were addressed during the constructive phase revolved around the identification of
approaches to implement object detection. Object detection, as implemented in this
study, depends upon the detection of keypoints and features from a set of images. The
detected features can be matched to see if the if the two images are similar or if one
exists in the other. The match results can be used to calculate the correct position of the
detected image, which can be used to display the augmentation to its correct position
within the viewfinder. This implementation of a usable object detection pipeline and the
extraction of correct coordinates enable the augmentation of the environment.
This study contributes to existing knowledge by providing an overview on the current
state of AR systems on smart devices and the possible development tools that can be
used to build such systems. Computer vision techniques for achieving object detection
are also presented through the use of a cross-platform OpenCV library, with the use of
relatively new descriptor algorithms using binary strings. The object detection pipeline
implemented in the system should be usable, with slight changes, in other OpenCV
supported platforms.
The way interaction between augmentations and real world instances was realized in
this study demonstrates the feasibility of using AR interfaces, together with smart
devices, to explore new ways by which humans can interact with computers. Evaluators
also noted that the interaction method has potential use in other application contexts as
well. The latest lightweight HMDs also open up new ways by which to explore different
ways of human computer interaction with the use of AR.
The main contribution is a smart device system, that implements vision based
recognition to allow the creation of IAPs, that can contain information relevant to the
user. The process of implementation documented in the study details the feasibility of
implementing such a system on smart devices, using the chosen tools.
Functional evaluation shows the system is stable and follows the core quality
guidelines. Evaluation of design shows that the initial design is followed, with
improvements made where necessary. Volunteers used in the evaluation also confirm
the systems implementation, performance and stability.
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The research problem for this study is answered next, following with the discussions on
the limitations identified in the study and future research possibilities.

9.1 Addressing the research problem
The answer for the research problem in this study is presented by reviewing the design
problems identified as being integral in solving it. The main research problem stands as:
How to design a system on a smart device that is capable of linking objects or
locations, identified through visual means, with user specified information that can be
accessed through an AR interface?
This was further broken down to design problems that were recognized as being integral
in solving the main research problem. These design problems will be addressed first.
DP 1: What kinds of development tools can be used to construct the system? There are
many frameworks, toolkits and general development tools that can be used to create an
AR system on smart devices. To select the correct tool, the requirements of the system
and the features provided by the tools need to be known. As the system employs AR
interfaces and vision based detection, the use of computer vision libraries is a possibility
that can be explored. However, developing with a set of libraries is different from using
a ready made framework, which would contain the required functions for the systems
implementation.
For this study, the available AR frameworks were reviewed and DroidAR was chosen as
a candidate framework that could be used in the systems implementation. However,
during the prototyping process it was discovered that DroidAR did not support the
system building efforts as much as was needed and that it also required the
implementation of natural feature detection. As such, DroidAR was dropped and more
focus was placed on the computer vision library, OpenCV.
The explicit use of OpenCV for the purposes of object detection was not a design choice
itself, rather it was seen necessary, as the otherwise usable frameworks did not
implement feature recognition themselves or were severely lacking compared to
OpenCV in the availability of algorithms, support, platform availability and general
completeness. It can be stated, that if the framework does not support certain features
required of the AR system, they either need to be worked around or implemented by
other means. For this reason, the identification of the features that the system requires
and what the framework can actually provide are of major importance when choosing a
framework for the purposes of creating AR systems.
DP 2: How to define an object or location through an image? How images can be used
to define any object, in a manner that they can be re-detected, depends upon the specific
framework or tool that is used in the systems construction. The process of object
detection belongs to the domain of computer vision, as it deals with how visual
information can be processed computationally. The answer to the design problem, as
implemented in this study, is to derive keypoints and features from an image using
specific algorithms. These keypoints and features are integral, as they are used to
represent an image in a manner that it can be attempted to be detected in other images.
DP 3: How to detect an object by its image from an another image? The detection of
matches between images depends upon the same methods as presented in DP 2. The
features of an image that defines the IAP are matched against the features of scene
image to attempt to detect the IAP from it. If there are enough matches the IAP can be
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said to be detected from the scene. However, to make a robust implementation, the
detected matches need to be parsed to only consider the best results from the matching
process. In this study, the objects are identified with the use of a functional object
detection pipeline.
DP 4: How to implement AR interfaces that allow access to user specified information?
The presentation of virtual content requires the identification of the correct position
where the augmentation is to be placed. This can be calculated with the use of the
keypoints that are the result of the matching process as presented in DP 3. The
perspective transformation matrix of the found reference image and the scene image
matches can be used to transform a set of vectors to correspond to locations of the
reference image matches from the scene. The location where the augmentation is to be
placed can be derived from the transformed vectors and used to achieve correct
registration. In this study, the AR interfaces were implemented through the creation of
UI elements that are overlaid on top of the viewfinder view. These can be interacted
with, if the IAP is detected from the scene, allowing a transition to that specific IAPs
contents.
By solving the design problems the research problem has in turn been answered. The
correct selection of valid development tools is identified as being integral in the
development of an AR system on a smart device. The selection of the correct
development tool can be difficult if the requirements of the system and the capabilities
of the selected development tool do not match. For achieving vision based detection the
creation of a functioning object detection pipeline is essential. This requires knowledge
in computer vision techniques or choosing of a mature development tool that can
implement the required features. The presentation of the AR interface depends on the
way how object detection is performed, as the correct location of the augmentation
depends on successful matches between the object being scanned for and the
environment itself.
For the purposes of this study, the openness and flexibility of the frameworks were seen
as being important. As the “how?” to achieve AR interaction and object recognition
were unsolved design problems, the development tools had to be modifiable to allow
potential deterring issues to be quickly resolved. Utilizing a less open, but a mature
framework, would likely have resulted in a different system, with implementation
focusing on making the system easy to use. The differences between various
frameworks were not explicitly explored during this study as certain attributes already
discarded some of the frameworks as a potential development tools. Even if multiple
frameworks would have been chosen for in-depth review, the time spent on evaluating
each framework would have taken too long to be feasible within the study.
The limited framework experimentation and other identified limitations of the study are
presented and discussed in the following section.

9.2 Limitations
As the study touches on subjects that are extensive in themselves, an in-depth look in to
them was not possible within this study. The limitations presented discuss the observed
shortcomings in the study.
Limited app review. The apps that were reviewed in this study are only available on
Android devices and do not cover the full range of existing AR apps on smart devices.
The review is also limited by the amount of apps that can be reviewed, as only 480
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items are available for each search query performed in Google Play. While the review
provides a view on the kinds of apps that are available and categorizes them based on
their way of use, it does not provide a detailed look into all AR apps available to the
users.
Limited framework experimentation. The frameworks available for the systems
construction were reviewed but they were not experimented in detail as with AndAR.
The review does not also provide an exploratory introduction and dissemination of
individual frameworks features. A comprehensive comparison of all the viable
frameworks would give detailed answers that could be used for deciding the best
framework to use in different situations.
No comparison to other computer vision libraries. The use of OpenCV provides a set of
methods that can be used to implement object detection. How it compares against other
computer vision libraries or frameworks that implement similar algorithms on smart
devices was not covered. The justification for using OpenCV is valid however, as it is
freely available, ported in multiple systems and has a community of active users. It was
also used in the principal AR framework considered to be used in this study.
Overlooking the importance of computer vision. As the use use of natural feature
detection played an important part in this study, by allowing the identification of an
augmentable instance, a deeper look into computer vision algorithms and theory during
the review into existing research would have benefited the study. Understanding of
computer vision, in regards to object detection, became an important part during the
prototyping and implementation of the system, at which stage additional information
needed to be sought.
The limitations within the study and the constructed system offer possibilities for
further research. These potential topics are presented and discussed next.

9.3 Future research possibilities
The issues handled in this study open up different possibilities for research. The
research options are roughly divided by practical issues that would provide aid for
developers and more theoretical ones that concentrate on AR field itself.
Algorithm review for purposes or AR. New algorithms, targeting mobile devices, have
been developed that provide quick feature extraction while consuming minimal amount
of resources. A comparative review of the best performing algorithms available for
feature matching on smart devices would provide developers with valuable information
on how to implement more precise tracking and registration on their systems.
Different approaches to object detection. The approaches presented in this study to
implement image based detection utilize one possible solution. The identification and
comparative presentation of different approaches would yield usable knowledge to AR
system developers. This could be expanded or included in a comparative review of
existing AR frameworks and toolkits, where a system is developed using the different
frameworks and the performance of the created systems and the ease of development
are measured.
Implementing AR systems using HMD devices. HMD devices are currently available for
consumers that feature AR implementations. Developing for such systems differs from
smart devices as the method of perceiving augmentations is different. How would one
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convert a smart device based AR system to function with a HMD device would provide
valuable information for developers to transition their software to support the new
environment.
AR prototype review. AR field has been covered in this study mainly from the mobile
perspective, focusing on systems that general consumers can use. The prototypes
presented in this study demonstrate the possible uses for AR in other, more challenging
tasks. How these prototypes have evolved and if they are being used in actual work
setting would provide insight on the successful AR implementations.
This study has presented one way to apply AR in smart devices, allowing users to create
and access virtual information in their environment. With mobile computing becoming
more relevant with the introduction of wearable computers, AR has more potential
places of application than ever before. How AR will be realized in future
implementations depends partially on the lessons learned from the previous applications
of the technology.
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Appendix A. List of reviewed apps
App name
Kakinada Augmented Reality-AR
Compass Ball
Paris Compass
Fast Food Reality
Popcode
Robot View
Caramelle Augmented Reality
GeoGoggle
Paparazzi - Augmented Reality
Beirut City Guide
Hajj Mini Guide
Cam Weapons 3D
BPUSAthletes-Augmented Reality
AR Dinosaurs
Virtual Reality Camera
PLUS - AR Democrat-Gazette
My Pet Tiger Beta
Ultimate 3D Boxing Game ★★★★★
cARe - Augmented Reality in Ed
Amsterdam City Guide
Venice City Guide
STAR Augmented Reality Demo
Definitely Dubai
Labtrip Travel Guide
Abbreviations:
LBB
Location based browsers
NA
Navigational assistant
MV
Model viewer
MU
Model user

Category
LBB
NA
LBB
NA
MV
Not AR
LBB
NA
MU
LBB
LBB
Not AR
MU
MV
Not AR
MV
MU
MU
MV
LBB
LBB
MV
LBB
LBB

Updated
13.09.09
12.03.10
14.12.10
06.01.11
24.03.11
16.04.11
20.05.11
30.06.11
09.08.11
23.09.11
03.11.11
24.11.11
30.12.11
22.02.12
12.05.12
18.05.12
25.06.12
26.06.12
18.08.12
20.09.12
20.09.12
21.09.12
15.10.12
24.10.12

App name
Category
Home Invasion - Location based
Not AR
Augmented Reality Creative
MV
Festival of Lights - Lyon
LBB
SatFinder Lite - TV Satellites
NA
The Summit at Snoqualmie
LBB
Chico State
LBB
Experience Macau
LBB
FRIBOURG REGION
LBB
3D Pool game - 3ILLIARDS
MU
Paris, Then and Now Guide FREE
LBB
Places Near Me
NA
AR Camera 3D Lite
Not AR
Houston Jobs
LBB
The Star Mobile
MU
Nuits sonores festival 2013
LBB
SatFinder
NA
ROUTE 66 Maps + Navigation
NA
App2Find - GPS Friend tracker
NA
Dress DesignAR by Popar
MU
IBA Hamburg
LBB
NVV Mobil
LBB
Star Chart
Not AR
DAQRI
MV
Widespread Augmented Reality 1
NA

Updated
06.11.12
10.11.12
07.12.12
20.01.13
04.02.13
07.02.13
07.02.13
08.02.13
14.02.13
17.02.13
06.03.13
30.03.13
05.04.13
11.04.13
03.05.13
14.05.13
15.05.13
16.05.13
20.05.13
23.05.13
27.05.13
31.05.13
31.05.13
05.06.13
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Appendix B. List of evaluated frameworks
Available for
Active
Free version does not
development development or impose limits on
purposes
community
application

Framework

Framework availabity
for easy comparison

Alvar

F

-

-

-

AndAR

P

P

F

P

AR2 3D

-

F

-

-

ARToolkit

-

F

F

P

Aurasma

F

F

P

N/A

Cortexia

F

F

-

N/A

D'fusion

1

F

F

F

F

DroidAR

P

P

P

P

ESM Tracking SDK

P

P

F

P

Google Goggles

N/A

F

N/A

N/A

IN2AR

-

-

-

F

Layar

P

P

P

F

LibreGeoSocial

-

P

F

P

LookAr

P

P

F

P

Metaio

-

F

-

F

Mixare

P

P

F

-

NyARToolkit

2

-

-

F

-

Qconcept AR

3

-

-

F

-

SSTT

F

-

F

-

Studierstube

N/A

F

-

N/A

Vuforia
P
F
F
“P” = The framework passes the criteria and is a valid choice for further testing.
“F” = The framework does not fulfill the criteria. No further criteria are assessed but will be marked if
they came up during the investigation.
“-” = It is unknown if the framework passes or fails this criteria. This is the default state for all
frameworks. If the information is not filled, it is because of no information was available or because
a disqualifying criteria has been encountered.
“N/A” = This check is not applicable for this framework.
1:
Designer tool is freely available but developing and deploying applications in smart devices requires
additional functionality that must be purchased.
2,3:
The toolkit and related documentation were available in Japanese, which cause them to be excluded as
if they do not have active development or community support.
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Appendix C. Android core development guidelines
This appendix contains the specific design principles from Android development guidelines
(Google, 2013) that are taken into account in the systems implementation and which are used in
its evaluation. These development guidelines present only the design guidelines necessary for
the systems implementation and as such, the guideline addressing the systems deployment to
Google Play is not taken into consideration as the system is developed for the purposes of this
study, not for general use and access.
Table 1. Visual Design and User Interaction
Area

ID

Description

Tests

Standard design UX-B1 App follows Android design guidelines and uses common UI patterns and icons:
1. App does not redefine the expected function of a system icon (such as the
Back button).
2. App does not replace a system icon with a completely different icon if it
triggers the standard UI behavior.
3. If the app provides a customized version of a standard system icon, the
icon strongly resembles the system icon and triggers the standard system
behavior.
4. App does not redefine or misuse Android UI patterns, such that icons or
behaviors could be misleading or confusing to users.

CR-all

Navigation

UX-N1 App supports standard system Back button navigation and does not make use of
any custom, on-screen "Back button" prompts.

CR-3

UX-N2 All dialogs are dismissable using the Back button.

CR-3

UX-N3 Pressing the Home button at any point navigates to the Home screen of the device.

CR-1

Table 2.

Functionality

Area

ID

Description

Permissions

FN-P1 App requests only the absolute minimum permissions that it needs to support core
functionality.

Tests
CR-11

User/app state FN-S2 App correctly preserves and restores user or app state.
CR-1,
App preserves user or app state when leaving the foreground and prevents accidental CR-3,
data loss due to back-navigation and other state changes. When returning to the
CR-5
foreground, the app must restore the preserved state and any significant stateful
transaction that was pending, such as changes to editable fields, game progress,
menus, videos, and other sections of the app or game.
1. When the app is resumed from the Recents app switcher, the app returns the
user to the exact state in which it was last used.
2. When the app is resumed after the device wakes from sleep (locked) state,
the app returns the user to the exact state in which it was last used.
3. When the app is relaunched from Home or All Apps, the app restores the
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app state as closely as possible to the previous state.
4. On Back keypresses, the app gives the user the option of saving any app or
user state that would otherwise be lost on back-navigation.

Table 3.

Performance and stability

Area

ID

Description

Tests

Stability

PS-S1

App does not crash, force close, freeze, or otherwise function abnormally on any
targeted device.

CR-all

Performance

PS-P1

App loads quickly or provides onscreen feedback to the user (a progress indicator or
similar cue) if the app takes longer than two seconds to load.

CR-all

Visual quality PS-V1 App displays graphics, text, images, and other UI elements without noticeable
distortion, blurring, or pixelation.
1. App provides high-quality graphics for all targeted screen sizes and form
factors, including for larger-screen devices such as tablets.
2. No aliasing at the edges of menus, buttons, and other UI elements is visible.

CR-all

PS-V1 App displays text and text blocks in an acceptable manner.
1. Composition is acceptable in all supported form factors, including for largerscreen devices such as tablets.
2. No cut-off letters or words are visible.
3. No improper word wraps within buttons or icons are visible.
4. Sufficient spacing between text and surrounding elements.

References:
Google. (2013). Core App Quality Guidelines. Retrieved from
http://developer.android.com/distribute/googleplay/quality/core.html
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Appendix D. Android core suite tests
The core suite tests (Google, 2013) are part of the tests that developers can use to test their
Android apps performance and stability.
Test

Used Description

CR-1

Yes

Navigate to all parts of the app — all screens, dialogs, settings, and all user flows.
1. If the application allows for editing or content creation, game play, or media playback, make
sure to enter those flows to create or modify content.
2. While exercising the app, introduce transient changes in network connectivity, battery
function, GPS or location availability, system load, and so on.

CR-2

Yes

From each app screen, press the device's Home key, then re-launch the app from the All Apps screen.

CR-3

Yes

From each app screen, switch to another running app and then return to the app under test using the
Recents app switcher.

CR-4

Yes

From each app screen (and dialogs), press the Back button.

CR-5

No1

From each app screen, rotate the device between landscape and portrait orientation at least three times.

CR-6

No2

Switch to another app to send the test app into the background. Go to Settings and check whether the
test app has any services running while in the background. In Android 4.0 and higher, go to the Apps
screen and find the app in the "Running" tab. In earlier versions, use "Manage Applications" to check
for running services.

CR-7

Yes

Press the power button to put the device to sleep, then press the power button again to awaken the
screen.

CR-8

Yes

Set the device to lock when the power button is pressed. Press the power button to put the device to
sleep, then press the power button again to awaken the screen, then unlock the device.

CR-9

No3

For devices that have slide-out keyboards, slide the keyboard in and out at least once. For devices that
have keyboard docks, attach the device to the keyboard dock.

CR-10 No4

For devices that have an external display port, plug-in the external display.

CR-11 No5

Trigger and observe in the notifications drawer all types of notifications that the app can display.
Expand notifications where applicable (Android 4.1 and higher), and tap all actions offered.

CR-12 Yes

Examine the permissions requested by the app by going to Settings > App Info.
CR-5 is not used for testing, as the system is developed only to function in landscape mode. 2CR-6 is not
used as no services are created by the system. 3,4 The tests CR-9 and CR-10 from the core test suite are not
used as the target device does not support slide-out keyboards or external displays. 5CR-11 is not used as
the system is not implementing any notification behavior to the user.
1

References:
Google. (2013). Core App Quality Guidelines. Retrieved from
http://developer.android.com/distribute/googleplay/quality/core.html
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Appendix E. User evaluation questionnaire form
Basic information
Age:

Gender:

Before the testing, did you know what augmented reality (AR) stands for?

Yes

No

If you answered “yes” to the previous question, have you used any AR applications before?
If you can remember any names, please add them below.

Yes

No

Do you own your own smart device (phone, tablet)? If you remember the model of the
device, you can add it below.

Yes

No

Scenario functionality evaluation
In the following questions, please rate how you saw that the features described in the given scenarios
matched with your experience of using the system. The rating goes from 1 – 3 (did not match, matched
partially, matched fully). You can also describe the reasoning for the given rating in the area below.
Did IAP creation match what was described in the given scenarios?
1

2

3

Did adding of content to an IAP match what was described in the given scenarios?
1

2

3

Did scanning for the IAPS match what was described in the given scenarios?
1

2

3
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Did IAP interaction, through touching the virtual icon, match what was described in the given scenarios?
1

2

3

Did browsing of IAPs contents match what was described in the given scenarios?
1

2

3

System performance and stability evaluation
The following questions deal how the system performed and how stable it was during the execution of the
scenarios. Please read and rate how the system performed in the following questions.

How easy was it to detect the IAPs? Please rate from 1 – 5 (difficult, somewhat difficult, average,
somewhat easy, easy). You can also add other comments about the IAP detection below.
1 2 3 4 5

How did the application perform during your use of it? Please rate from 1 – 5 (poorly, somewhat poorly,
averagely, somewhat well, well). You can also add other observations about the systems performance below.
1 2 3 4 5

How would you improve the system?
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Appendix F: Interview scenarios and instructions
Scenarios
Creation of an information access point. Neil is organizing his latest photos on his laptop. They are about his
latest trip to the Alps, featuring mountain ranges and snowy slopes. In his living room, Neil has a painting
with a similar theme. He thinks that some of these photos would go well with a particular painting and that
he would like to associate them with it. He captures the painting with Orchard, an app that allows him to
create information access points (IAP). He then begins to crop the relevant area from the image to pinpoint
the location which would trigger the augmentation. He selects and crops the whole painting by the borders.
Neil has now performed the initial task in creating an IAP by defining a reference image.
Adding content to an information access point. Neil starts to author the IAP by adding more pictures from his
trip to it. He chooses and adds the images that he wants to associate with this IAP. The added pictures are
now browsable by flicking the main image area in the IAP creation view. He starts to add comments to the
pictures that he has chosen, as he wants to describe the impact the images have on him.
Scanning for an information access point. Cassandra has decided to pay a visit to Neil to discuss his latest
trip to the Alps. She is also interested in seeing the pictures Neil has taken from his trip. Neil is preparing
coffee but asks Cassandra to browse his living room for any new IAPs. Cassandra has not used Orchard
before to scan for IAPs, but Neil instructs her to use his smart device to focus on certain interesting paintings
and objects. Soon she is scanning the room and notices that the painting featuring mountains has a virtual
icon floating on top of it.
Browsing the information access points contents. Cassandra decides to take a look what is added to the
painting, most likely the pictures from the Alps, she reckons. She touches the virtual icon and Orchard
changes views. She can see the actual image taken of the Alps, Neils introduction to the painting and the
reasons why he chose this particular painting as an indicator of an IAP. She can also see that Neil has
commented the pictures with additional information. She can remove the smart device from the paintings
range and sit down to browse the rest of the pictures and Neils comments on them.

Scenario execution instructions
You are to follow the steps described in the scenarios. Imagine yourself as playing out the parts of Neil and
Cassandra. The steps in the scenarios are as follows:

1. Using the Creator, create a new IAP and add content to it by first adding images and then textual
descriptions to them.

1. You can add descriptions to the added images by holding down on the image that you want to
modify.

2. Using the Scanner, load the collection where you saved the created IAP and try to detect it from the
environment. You can focus the camera by touching the screen. This will improve the chances of
successful detections.

1. Remember that the detection is dependent on good lighting, correct distance and device
orientation.

3. When and if the IAP is detected, interact with it by touching the icon on the viewfinder.
4. When the Browser is visible, use it to view the items that you added to the IAP.

